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Only In Tokyo
Two Chefs, 24 Hours, The Ultimate food 
City
Michael Ryan & Luke Burgess
July
iSBn 9781743794791
£20.00 Hardback
224pp 248 x 190 mm
full colour photography

Two chefs recommend the best places to eat and 
drink in Tokyo

This is a guided tour through the city’s dynamic food 
scene through the words of two top chefs. Anyone 
who has ever visited Tokyo knows that, with over 
160,000 restaurants in the city, recommendations on 
where to eat are essential. Here, you’re aided by a 
team of local experts – chefs, baristas, journalists and 
sommeliers – to help you navigate Tokyo’s food scene 
with ease. Discover the best of all the classic foods 
of Japan, and more, distilled to 48 amazing venues. 
Sushi, takoyaki, ramen, sandwiches, burgers, donuts: 
with a photograph of every venue, accompanied by 
basic information on why it is worth a visit and what 
to order, along with its address and opening times.

Michael Ryan is one of Australia’s best-regarded 
chefs; he is also a Japanophile and conducts regular 
culinary tours of Tokyo. Luke Burgess is a food 
photographer and stylist turned chef.

• A foodie’s guide to Tokyo with 48 venues and  
tips from local chefs, baristas, sommeliers  
and journalists 

• Structured loosely across a day, starting with 
breakfast and coffee stops, moving on to lunch 
venues, through to mid-afternoon, dinner and  
late night 

• includes a photograph of each venue, and capsule 
information on why to visit it, what to order, where 
it is and when it is open
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Cover design: Charlotte Heal

£25.00

FOOD

David Frenkiel and Luise Vindahl are the new faces  

of exciting vegetarian food. Their Green Kitchen 

Stories blog has a cult following and continually 

inspires people around the world to cook tasty, healthy 

vegetarian meals using only natural ingredients.  

In their book The Green Kitchen they share over  

80 of their favourite and most delicious recipes. 

Combining everyday pantry staples with fresh, 

in-season produce, David and Luise tell the stories of 

their family kitchen, affirming just how easy it is to 

create nourishing, well-balanced dishes on a daily basis. 

Learn how to whip up Herb & Asparagus Frittata for 

breakfast, Wild Rice, Baked Herb & Pistachio Falafel 

for lunch, and Sicilian Parmigiana Di Zucchine for 

a supper to share with friends. Indulge your sweet 

tooth with Decadent Beetroot & Chocolate Cake or the 

exceptionally delicious Frozen Strawberry Cheesecake 

on a Sunflower Crust that is sure to be an instant hit 

with family and friends. Discover an array of soups, 

salads, juices and small bites that are simple to make  

but bold in flavour and stunning in presentation. 

Start your love affair with vegetarian eating with  

The Green Kitchen. Featuring gorgeous photography 

throughout, this beautiful cookbook will inspire 

everyone to cook and eat food that is good for the  

body and soul.

The Green 
Kitchen
Delicious and Healthy Vegetarian Recipes for Every Day

David Frenkiel & Luise Vindahl

Green kitchen  
at Home
9781784880842

Green kitchen 
Travels
9781742707686
£25.00

Also available
The Green kitchen
9781742705583
£25.00

Green Kitchen 
Smoothies
Healthy and Colourful Smoothies for 
Everyday
David Frenkiel & Luise Vindahl
July
iSBn 9781784883195
£12.99 Paperback with flaps
144pp 215 x 150 mm
full colour photography

A paperback edition, showcasing the ultimate 
smoothie recipes

in Green Kitchen Smoothies, bestselling authors 
David frenkiel and Luise Vindahl share their favourite 
smoothie recipes, as well as exciting ideas to give you 
the confidence to create your own recipes. Divided 
into two main sections, Simple Smoothies and 
Showstoppers, this book is perfect for both smoothie 
enthusiasts and newbies. There are options for pre- 
and post-workout, as well as bedtime and breakfast. 
it also includes recipes for nut milks, juices and 
granola. from smoothie bowls to parfaits to desserts, 
this is a collection of irresistible smoothies that you 
will love.

David Frenkiel and Luise Vindahl are the faces 
behind the successful blog, Green Kitchen Stories. 
Luise is the health freak with a passion for developing 
recipes and David is the photographer and 
design-eye behind their work.

• Delicious smoothies from the authors behind the 
award-winning and hugely popular blog Green 
Kitchen Stories

• Covers quick-fix smoothies, post work-out 
boosters, breakfast ideas, desserts and more

• The author’s previous titles have sold over 150k 
copies worldwide

• They have over 376k followers on instagram
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Cookie Love
over 30 Delicious Cookie recipes
Jean Hwang Carrant
July
iSBn 9781784882587
£7.99 Hardback
72pp 190 x 190 mm
full colour photography

Over 30 easy and delicious recipes for cookie lovers

in Cookie Love, Jean Hwang Carrant reveals the 
secrets of how to make the ultimate cookies. Try 
classics, such as Snickerdoodle and Choc Chip, as 
well as creative alternatives like Beer and Matcha 
Blanc. Cookie Love also contains extra tricks to make 
cookies even more special in recipes such as Cookie 
Shots and Cookie ice Cream Sandwiches. Whether 
you are looking for a tried and tested classic or a 
cookie with more unusual flavours, this book has  
you covered.

Jean Hwang Carrant grew up in kansas, but, after 
falling in love with a frenchman, moved to Paris 
where she now lives, making handmade, chewy 
cookies in her shop in the 2nd arrondissement.

• over 30 different, delicious cookie recipes – from 
the classics to the creatives

• Super easy instructions that anyone could follow 

• Mouth-watering photography throughout – every 
recipe looks so good, you will want to try them all!
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Apple
recipes from The orchard
James Rich
August
iSBn 9781784882327
£20.00 Hardback
224pp 248 x 190 mm
full colour photography

A timeless cookbook celebrating the world’s most 
popular fruit

James rich comes from a long line of apple farmers 
– apples, it could be said, are in his blood – and this 
is a collection of over 90 of his best-loved recipes. 
Try your hand at a summery Crunchy apple, cherry 
and kale salad, a comforting Slow-roasted pork belly 
and pickled apple, and an Ultimate apple crumble, all 
washed down with a Cider and thyme cocktail. Set to 
the backdrop of his family’s beautiful orchards, Apple 
is a celebration of this humble fruit.

James Rich is a cider-maker’s son from Somerset, 
and his family has been making a living from apples 
for centuries. He now divides his time between 
Somerset and London, working as a food writer and 
brand consultant.

• Contains over 90 ideas of what to do with the 
world’s favourite fruit

• The Uk apple market is worth over £115M, we grow 
150,000 tonnes a year here and import a further 
525,000 tonnes

• There are over 2,500 varieties of apples grown in 
the Uk

• ‘A beautiful collection of recipes from a real 
expert – James really knows his stuff.’ – Jamie 
Oliver
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All Day Cocktails
Low (and no) Alcohol Magic
Shaun Byrne & Nick Tesar
August
iSBn 9781743795248
£16.99 Hardback
224pp 222 x 175 mm
full colour illustrations and photography throughout

140 creative low‑ and no‑ alcohol cocktail recipes 
that outshine their boozy counterparts

Enjoy cocktails at any time of day (and drink 
for longer without the side effects) with All Day 
Cocktails, which showcases nearly fifty varieties 
of citrus, berries, tropical fruits, stone fruits, pome 
fruits, vegetables, herbs and nuts. Each variety 
features cocktail recipes, plus a versatile prep recipe. 
Many recipes contain no alcohol at all, and those with 
alcohol contain less than 10 grams. With 90 cocktail 
recipes + 50 prep recipes, from bitters and caramels, 
to kefirs and shrubs, the book also has information  
on equipment, techniques, and how to buy and 
prepare sustainably.

Shaun Byrne co-owns boutique vermouth brand 
Maidenii, and cocktail liquor producer Marionette 
(with co-author nick). Nick Tesar is a world-class 
competition bartender with an impressive resume  
of Australian it-list restaurants to his name.

• 27% of Brits under 24 are ‘sober’, and according 
to the British office of national Statistics, half the 
adult population now shuns a regular drink 

• Google trends also quantifies this, with spikes  
in searches over the past 12 months on low 
alcohol drinks

• All the book’s cocktails focus on seasonal & 
sustainable ingredients 

• The book features a table of sustainable brands 
for each type of alcohol (covering Australia, 
Europe and north America)
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Also available
one-Pot Pasta
9781784880576
£7.99

One-Pot Vegetarian
Easy Veggie Meals in Just one Pot!
Sabrina Fauda‑Rôle
August
iSBn 9781784882570
£12.99 Paperback with flaps
192pp 220 x 205 mm
full colour photography

Sabrina Fauda‑Rôle teaches you how to cook over 80 
veggie‑packed meals in just one pot

if you are time-poor, stuck in a food rut, or simply 
hate doing dishes, One‑Pot Vegetarian is the book 
for you. from weeknight essentials to gatherings and 
celebrations, there’s something for every occasion. 
Try the warming Tuscan soup, a speedy Spring green 
casserole, and a rather impressive risotto primavera. 
filled with inspiration for healthy, delicious meals, 
one-Pot Vegetarian contains a wide variety of 
ingenious recipes, perfect for any night of the week.

Sabrina Fauda‑Rôle is the author of Cookies in a 
Pan, Crumbles, One‑Pot Pasta and Jello Shots. She 
is also a food stylist.

• over 80 recipes that guarantee you a delicious, 
plant-based meal in record time

• fuss-free dishes with minimal washing up 

• Vegetarianism is no longer just a trend – it has 
officially entered the mainstream, with stores and 
health authorities alike prioritising plant-based 
meals as the go-to diet
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Grasping The Grape
Demystifying Grape Varieties to Help You 
Discover the Wines You Love
Maryse Chevriere

August
iSBn 9781784882488
£12.99 Hardback
176pp 177 x 140 mm
full colour illustrations

An illustrated guide to the world of wine – grape by 
grape

Sure, drinking wine is all fun and good times, but 
learning about it isn’t always as easy. With Grasping 
the Grape, Maryse Chevriere seeks to be like that 
friend from school you went to for help because they 
took the best notes in class. featuring profiles of 
more than 30 of the world’s most prominent varietals, 
Maryse explains that the best way to understand 
wine is to learn the grapes. When it comes down to 
it, Grasping the Grape is the only book you’ll need to 
begin your journey into wine.

Boston-based award–winning humourist and certified 
sommelier Maryse Chevriere was most recently 
the Wine Director at Dominique Crenn’s acclaimed 
restaurant, Petit Crenn.

• The author is a new star of wine writing, having 
won a James Beard award for humour

• Accompanied by sharp, full-colour illustrations 
throughout

• 60% of Uk adults now choose wine over any other 
alcoholic drink, amounting to over 30 million wine 
consumers across the country

12  GRASPING THE GRAPE 

Anatomy of a Wine Label: 
the Essentials

Front
Producer Name
Often the easiest item to pick out on a label as it tends to be the most 
prominent, this is the name of who made the wine. In France, look for 
the prefix Domaine’ or ‘Château’; in Germany and Austria, ‘Weingut’; 
in Italy, ‘Castello’, ‘Cantina’ or ‘Tenuta’; ‘Quinta’ in Portuguese, and in 
Spanish-speaking countries, ‘Bodegas’. Sometimes also a wine may go 
by a branded name that is a subsidiary of a large-scale producer (most 
often you’ll see this with a New World wine, the US especially).

Vintage
The year the grapes were harvested.

Region/Appellation/Sub-Appellation/Vineyard Name 
When it comes to wines from the EU, the broad strokes perspective is 
that the more specific the growing site listed, the higher quality the 
wine is going to be. It’s like a hospital consultant with a lot of letters 
after their name: it means they’ve had to pass more tests and meet 
more standards, and are therefore more unique and prized because 
of it. 

Regional Classification
For example, Appellation d’Origine Contrôlée (AOC) in France; 
Indicazione Geografica Tipica (IGT), Denominazione di Origine 
Controllata (DOC) and Denominazione di Origine Controllata e 
Garantita (DOCG) in Italy; Denominación de Origen (DO/DOC) in 
Spain; Districtus Austriae Controllatus (DAC) in Austria; Denominação 
de Origem Controlada (DOC) in Portugal and American Viticultural 
Area (AVA) in the US. These regulatory bodies determine the rules and 
regulations for the region’s growing practices and standards. 

Vineyard Site Quality Level Indicator
In France, look for words like ‘Premier Cru’ and the even more prized 
‘Grand Cru’; in Germany, keep an eye out for either ‘VDP Grosse Lage’ 
or ‘VDP Grosses Gewachs’, but you should also expect to pay a lot more 
for these wines. Just remember: not all regions – even some of the top 

82  GRASPING THE GRAPE 

A
Notable Regions

France (specifically 
Bordeaux), Chile, 

California (specifically 
Napa and Sonoma) and 
Washington state in the 
USA, Australia, Spain, 
Italy and South Africa.      

B
Drink It With

Butter-based prime 
cut of steak or herb-
crusted lamb; burgers 

(or portobello burgers); 
red meat with warming 
spices, especially stews, 
and aged blue cheeses.   

Cabernet Sauvignon
Say It Right: Cab-er-nay So-veen-yawn 

Like James Bond, there’s something very ‘guys want 
to be him, girls want to be with him’ about Cabernet 
Sauvignon. Sounds silly, but it really has got that level 
of style, swagger and celebrity.

Even if you know next to nothing about wine, you’ve 
at least heard of Cabernet Sauvignon. It’s the most 
widely planted grape in the world – and that includes 
both red and white – and is responsible for some of the 
industry’s most legendary, revered wines. Everything 
about its personality exudes confidence and commands 
attention: an unapologetically bold, full-bodied texture; 
intensely concentrated fruit; a firm tannic structure that 
fits it like a well-cut suit, and seductive, dark, broody 
aromatics that make you want to linger over the glass. 
And as if all that weren’t enough of a selling point, add 
longevity and ageability to its list of skills. It’s definitely 
a grape that rewards patience, holding you in suspense 
with the promise of getting more and more interesting 
over time. 

Funnily enough, although the varietal is Bordeaux’s most 
important, it never performs alone there. Rather, it’s 
traditionally blended with sibling Merlot and their papa, 
Cabernet Franc, as well as the occasional Malbec, Petit 
Verdot and Carmère. These serve to complement and 
enhance its intense character. While Cabernet Sauvignon 
is grown throughout the region, it contributes the most 
to the distinguished, enchanting wines of the so-called 
Left Bank (i.e. the reds of the Médoc and Graves; or, 
more specifically, Margaux, Pessac-Léognan, Saint-Julien 
and Saint-Estephe, to name a few). In addition to Cab’s 
signature marker of ripe blackcurrant, these tend to 
display flavours of black cherry, dried herbs, graphite, 
leather and tobacco. 

So great is the reputation of this grape and the wines 
it produces in Bordeaux, France, that it has inspired a 
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The Japanese Table
Small Plates for Simple Meals
Sofia Hellsten
September
iSBn 9781784882150
£18.00 Hardback
192pp 248 x 190 mm
full colour photography

A beautiful and minimalistic approach to Japanese 
home cooking, featuring stunning photography

in The Japanese Table Sofia Hellsten celebrates 
her love of Japan with the simple recipes that are 
the backbone of Japanese home cooking. Based on 
the ichijuu-sansai tradition – which literally means 
‘one soup, three dishes’ – uncomplicated, delicious 
small plates are served with steamed rice, and can 
be enjoyed any time of day. With suggestions on 
how to build the perfect meal and easy-to-find 
ingredients, The Japanese Table will inspire you to 
make Japanese food your everyday staple. recipes 
include onigiri, Clear shiitake soup, Soy-pickled eggs 
and Sweet miso cod.

Sofia Hellsten has had a love affair with Japan since 
her late teens. She has recently relocated from 
Stockholm to Tokyo, where she’s continuing to 
explore Japan’s edible treasures.

• A beautiful and minimalistic approach to Japanese 
home cooking, featuring stunning photography

• Contains recipes for everyone – from novices to 
experienced cooks who are looking to take their 
Japanese culinary repertoire to the next level

• The ingredients used in the book can be found in 
local supermarkets
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The Whole Fish 
Cookbook
new Ways to Cook, Eat and Think
Josh Niland
September
iSBn 9781743795538
£25.00 Hardback
256pp 283 x 216 mm
full colour photography throughout

More than 60 exciting recipe ideas for sustainable 
ways to eat fish

in this book, groundbreaking seafood chef Josh 
niland reveals a new way to think about all aspects 
of fish cookery. from sourcing and butchering to 
dry ageing and curing, the approach invites readers 
to treat fish with exactly the same nose-to-tail 
reverence as meat. featuring recipes for dozens of 
fish species ranging from Smoked Marlin Ham Caesar 
Salad, fish Cassoulet and roast fish Bone Marrow to 
– essentially – The Perfect fish and Chips, this book 
will change the way you buy, cook and eat fish. 

Josh Niland is the chef/owner of Saint Peter, a fish 
restaurant that opened in Sydney to widespread 
critical acclaim in 2016. niland started a conversation 
around boundary-pushing seafood with his 
world-leading approach to using the whole fish and 
wasting nothing.  

• Covers all the basic cooking techniques in detail

• includes comprehensive list of substitute fish 
species depending on country and availability, 
along with detailed sourcing and storing advice

• ‘A mind-blowing masterpiece from one of the 
most impressive chefs of a generation.’ — Jamie 
Oliver

• ‘An inspiring read, and something to return to 
again and again — these pages are sure to be worn 
down quick.’ – Rene Redzepi

Draft cover
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Vignette
Stories of Life and Wine in 100 Bottles
Jane Lopes
September
iSBn 9781743795323
£20.00 Hardback
304pp 230 x 190 mm
full-colour illustrations throughout

A roadmap to the wines of the world, via 100 curated 
bottles

Sommelier Jane Lopes recommends the 100 gateway 
bottles of wine (and some spirits and beers) to give 
you a complete education in wine’s important styles, 
grapes, regions and flavours. for each bottle, an 
index of more affordable alternatives is given too. 
Alongside the wines, you will find imaginative ways 
to engage with the foundational wine knowledge 
that underpins a good drinking experience, as well 
as Jane’s personal stories of her own emotional 
engagement with each wine. it’s part memoir and part 
wine book, but a lot more fun than either alone. 

Jane Lopes is an American-born sommelier. She is 
currently the wine director at Attica, Australia’s most 
celebrated restaurant. in September of 2018, Jane 
passed the prestigious Master Sommelier exam, 
becoming the only woman in Australia to do so, and 
one of only 34 women in the world (and 274 people 
total since the 1960s). 

• Engaging and interactive wine content – from an 
Amaro map of italy to a Grenache word search – 
provides insight that is accessible at a novice level 
and compelling at the expert level

• Jane’s poetic writing connects wine to universal 
emotions and themes such as love, fear, ambition 
and failure, as she shares her experiences with 
relationships, health problems and sitting the 
hardest exam in the world, the Master Sommelier’s 
Diploma.

3736

VIGNETTE

If You Like This,  
You Should Try…

There are many charts, graphs, and wheels to describe the complex 
flavor profiles of Scotch whisky. The below starts with the commonly 
known Single Malts profiled opposite and compares them to lesser-
known distilleries by removing or adding a certain part of the profile.

Glenlivet  + honeyed – floral = Aberlour 
+ medicinal – nutty = Arran 
+ fruity – vinous = BenRiach  
– vinous = Cardhu 

Macallan – weighty – vinous = Auchentoshan  
 + floral – nutty = Balvenie  
 + floral – vinous = Ben Nevis  
 + floral + peaty = Mortlach

Springbank + fruity – nutty = Bowmore  
 + fruity + malty = Bruichladdich  
 – honeyed – vinous = Oban 
 + fruity + peaty = Highland Park

Laphroaig + fruity + spicy = Clynelish  
 – peaty – weighty = Isle of Jura 
 + fruity + spicy = Talisker 
 + fruity + floral = Old Pulteney

SCOTCH

Candied

Medicinal

Honeyed Fruity

FloralNutty

WeightyMalty

PeatySpicy

FeintyVinous

Napa Cabernet

Copper 
color

108 109

Red Wine

Pyrazines

American oak

Savory/moderate 
alcohol

High alcohol/
eucalyptus

Rustic/earthy
Pricey oak

Ripe/savory

Pyrazines on steroids

Pale in color

Fruity

New World 
Pinot Noir

RS + high 
alcohol + VA

RS + high 
alcohol + VA

Peach yogurt/
moderate tannin

Zinfandel

Go to "Aged 
Wine"

Dry/bitter/
moderate 

tannin

Malbec

Amarone

Earthy

Burgundy

Rioja

Aussie Shiraz

Bordeaux

Amarone 
(Amarone can 
be heavily oak-
influenced or not)

Amarone

Rioja

Pinot Noir

Sangiovese

Nebbiolo

Napa Cabernet
Chilean Cabernet

Carménère

Aussie Grenache

Italian

North Rhône 
Syrah

Go to "New Oak"

No strong oak 
presence

Brett

Oak

Pyrazines

Fruity/
elevated 
alcohol

No turbidity

Elevated alcohol

Elevated 
acid

American 
oak

Diminished 
acid

Burgundy Rotundone 
+ no oak

Savory/
moderate 
alcohol

Moderate acid/
elevated alcohol

New oak

Highly 
structured 
+ VA

Savory

Pyrazines

Loire Valley 
Cabernet Franc

Paler color/
some carbonic

Beaujolais

Rotondone/
brett

North Rhône 
Syrah

Floral

Eucalyptus
Brett

NEW OAK

JAMMY 
FRUIT

AGED WINE

PALE, 
GARNETED 

COLOR

REDUCTION, 
BRIGHT 
PURPLE 
COLOR

White Wine

Napa  
Sauvignon Blanc

Sancerre

Grüner 
Veltliner

Albariño

German 
Prädikatswein

Gewürztraminer

Viognier

Viognier
Hermitage

Côte de Beaune 
Chardonnay

California 
Chardonnary

Napa 
Sauvignon Blanc

Albariño

Alsatian 
Muscat

Torrontes

Chablis

Muscadet

Austrian Riesling

Australian Riesling

Hunter Sémillon

Austrian 
Smaragd

Alsatian German 
Trocken

NZ Sauvignon 
Blanc

Alsatian 
Pinot Gris

Chenin
Smaragd 
Grüner

Waxy/
savory/oak

Bordeaux 
Blanc

Moderate 
acid

Oak

Hermitage

Moderate  
plus acid

Moderate  
plus acid

Flint, 
grapefruit  
+ grass

High acid

Savory

High acid

Lees + length

Bit of petrol + very savory

High acid

Not high acid 
= not Riesling

Moderate 
alcohol

Moderate  
acid

Moderate  
+ acid

Moderate  
plus alcohol

Moderate plus acid

Moderate 
plus acid

Flinty/
mineral

Pyrazines
Buttery

Moderate acid

High acid

Very terpenic

Moderate acid

Not super terpenic

High acid

Subtle 
terpenes

Terpenes
No terpenes

Sugar + 
botrytis

Oak

Sugar +  
low alcohol

Bone dry +  
lots of petrol

But the alcohol 
is so low?

Floral notes

Heavy botrytis  
+ high alcohol

Bone dry  
+ savory

Slight RS Slight  
Botrytis +  
slight RS

Musty/seaweed character

Intense tropical 
fruit + jalapeño

Oak

NEUTRAL 
NOSE

JUST 
SMELLS 

LIKE 
RIESLING

TERPENES

BOTRYTIS 
(AND NOT 
RIESLING)

OAK

PYRAZINES

Blind-Tasting Flow Charts

Châteauneuf-du-Pape

Old?

New oak?

Go to "Riesling"

Moderate 
alcohol 

 

Bordeaux

Pinot 
Grigio
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Also available
nordic Light
9781743791448
£20.00

Baltic
new and old recipes from Estonia, Latvia 
and Lithuania
Simon Bajada
October
iSBn 9781743795279
£25.00 Hardback
304pp 260 x 190 mm
full colour photography

A beautifully illustrated showcase of the food of 
Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania

Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania are three countries 
experiencing new energy and interest in their food 
scene. Baltic celebrates traditional dishes from each 
country and adapts them to create over 60 recipes 
suitable for home kitchens the world over. Start 
your day with Curd pancakes with sour cream & 
blackberry jam, and learn how to make Black bread 
and Latvian hemp butter. rather than strive to be 
authentic to the core, Baltic includes those recipes 
most suited to international palates, curating a mix 
that is a combination of traditional and contemporary 
Baltic cuisine – tasty, basic, hearty food that makes 
use of simple techniques. 

Simon Bajada is an food and travel photographer 
based in Stockholm with his Swedish wife and two 
children. Bajada worked as a chef, before moving into 
food styling, recipe development and photography. 

• over 60 recipes from a fashionable cuisine

• Baltic cuisine is a mixture of russian and German 
culinary influences with spices such as cardamom 
and cinnamon thrown in because the region is a 
historic trading point with Byzantium. key flavours: 
pickles, dumplings, beetroot soup, dairy products 
and rye bread 

• Uk visitor numbers to the Baltic continue to boom 
because of budget flights to the region

Draft cover
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Hangover Helper
Delicious Cures from Around the World
Lauren Shockey
October
iSBn 9781784882594
£12.00 Hardback
176pp 180 x 160 mm
full colour illustrations

Every recipe you’ll ever need to know to cure  
a hangover!

Hangover Helper is a playful cookbook filled with 
recipes to cure your hangover, collected from 
culinary traditions around the world. Each of the 
50 recipes indicates how easy it is to prepare when 
hungover – some dishes, such as the Bacon, Egg 
and Cheese or Pepperoni Pizza Bagel, can be made 
even if still drunk! others will make use of pantry 
staples and leftovers to whip up dishes on the fly, 
like the Bacon kimchi fried rice. Also included are 
brunch cocktails for a hair-of-the-dog approach, and 
non-alcoholic beverages if you’re going full detox. 

new-York based chef Lauren Shockey is the author 
of Four Kitchens. formerly the restaurant critic at 
The Village Voice, she has also written for The New 
York Times, The Wall Street Journal and many more.

• 50 recipes from all over the world for the morning 
after the night before

• includes recipes for comfort food, breakfasts 
of champions, detox drinks and hair-of-the-dog 
cocktails

• ‘The average Brit spends 315 days of their life 
nursing a hangover’ —The Independent
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Just George
recipes, Stories and a Whole Lot of Love
George Calombaris
October
iSBn 9781743795361
£25.00 Hardback
240pp 265 x 210 mm
Colour photography and illustrations throughout

The recipes that have shaped Australian MasterChef 
star George Calombaris’s life and career

Just George takes readers through the 80 recipes 
that have shaped the life and career of George 
Calombaris, one of Australia’s most celebrated 
chefs, from growing up in the suburbs of Melbourne, 
Australia, to his decade working on MasterChef 
and more than two decades running successful 
restaurants across Australia.

There are plenty of the delicious Greek dishes with 
a twist that George is known for (tarama chicken 
sandwich, anyone?) alongside favourites from his 
restaurants. And then there’s the food he cooks at 
home with his family (like the osso bucco he made for 
nigella) and recipes passed on from some of George’s 
fellow foodies (nigella included).

George Calombaris is one of Australia’s top chefs. 
Since 2009 he has been a much-loved judge on 
MasterChef Australia. George’s hospitality group, 
MAdE Establishment, comprises twenty restaurants 
offering his signature Greek cuisine across premium 
to casual dining, throughout Australia.

• includes a foreword from nigella Lawson, and 
inside front cover quotes from nigella, Gordon 
ramsay and Heston Blumenthal

• ‘Move over Bake off! MasterChef Australia is now 
TV’s best cookery show’ Guardian

• MasterChef Australia territories include: Denmark, 
norway, Sweden, Belgium, finland, netherlands, 
italy, Uk, and ireland

Draft cover
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Vodka: Shake, Muddle, 
Stir
over 40 of the Best Cocktails for  
Vodka Lovers
Dan Jones
October
iSBn 9781784882495
£10.00 Hardback
144pp 185 x 135 mm
full colour illustrations

Over 40 enticing vodka‑based cocktail recipes

in Vodka: Shake, Muddle, Stir, Dan Jones introduces 
readers to some fun and classy ways to consume 
this cherished tipple. With more Martini and 
Cosmopolitan recipes than you can shake a cocktail 
shaker at, as well as a glut of amazing cocktails you 
have never even heard of, this is a collection that 
will enhance your drink repertoire forever. including 
recipes for syrups, infusions and more, Vodka: 
Shake, Muddle, Stir will show you just how versatile 
this timeless liquor is.

formerly the Senior Men’s Editor at ASoS, Dan Jones 
is an expert in style, grooming and booze. He is the 
author of a number of books including The Mixer’s 
Manual, Man Made and Gin: Shake, Muddle, Stir.

• The fourth book in the wildly popular Shake, 
Muddle, Stir series: following Gin, Rum and 
Tequila.

• from the Bloody Mary to the Martini, vodka forms 
the base of so many of the world’s favourite 
cocktails

• Vodka is the Uk’s no 1 spirit with a 29.3% market 
share

Tequila: Shake, 
Muddle, Stir
9781784881658
£10.00

rum: Shake, 
Muddle, Stir
9781784881337
£10.00

Also available
Gin: Shake, Muddle, 
Stir
9781784880521
£10.00
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The Secrets to Italy’s Best Home Cooks
VICKY BENNISON

Pasta Grannies
The official Cookbook
Vicky Bennison
October
iSBn 9781784882884
£20.00 Hardback
240pp 248 x 190 mm
full colour photography

Saving traditions and sharing skills, one Granny at  
a time!

in kitchens all across italy, nonnas are cooking up 
traditional pasta dishes for their families, just as their 
mothers and grandmothers have done before them 
for generations. from the creamy, buttery sauces of 
the mountainous regions in the north to the sun-
dried tomato and olive oil versions of the south, each 
nonna has their own pasta-making specialty. inspired 
by the hugely popular YouTube channel of the same 
name, Pasta Grannies brings together the huge 
diversity of these wonderful recipes – and celebrates 
the amazing nonnas behind them. 

Vicky Bennison is the author of The Taste Of A  
Place and co-wrote Seasonal Spanish Food with 
José Pizarro.

• Pasta Grannies has over 350k YouTube 
subscribers, and a huge online following, with 
many influential chefs amongst the fan base 

• A true celebration of real home-cooks and time-
honoured recipes that use simple ingredients.

• features authentic italian recipes that have never 
before been written down

Draft cover
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Aran
recipes and Stories from a Bakery in the 
Heart of Scotland
Flora Shedden
October
iSBn 9781784883102
£22.00 Hardback
224pp 247 x 173 mm
full colour photography

Stylish, modern baking recipes set against the 
backdrop of the stunning Scottish countryside

Aran is a beautiful cookbook from an artisan bakery 
with the same name in the heart of Scotland. in it, 
The Great British Bake Off star flora Shedden shares 
sweet and savoury baking recipes and a window 
onto a picturesque life below the highlands, with 
stories about the people and the place that inspire 
her creations. The recipes take you from breakfast 
to elevenses, through to your afternoon tea and 
after-dinner sweet treats, and include Poppy morning 
rolls, Peach, chocolate and almond brioche, Hazelnut 
apple spelt porridge and Spiced plum bostok.

in 2015 Flora Shedden was the youngest ever 
semi-finalist on The Great British Bake Off. She now 
runs ArAn Bakery, and presents a variety of food 
programmes on BBC radio Scotland.

• Stunning location photography capturing the 
romance of Highland Perthshire

• Author has an established profile after starring  
on The Great British Bake Off

• Accessible, unfussy recipes with a modern feel

• fresh, clean design with textural graining on the 
cover and a deboss on the title

Draft cover
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Also available
Dining in
9781743795309
£22.00

Nothing Fancy
The Art of Having People over
Alison Roman
October
iSBn 9781743795378
£22.00 Hardback
256pp 245 x 203 mm
full colour photography

Easy recipes and tips for entertaining friends from an 
exciting new voice in food writing

featuring over 100 recipes, Nothing Fancy includes 
time-saving tips, like using store-bought ingredients 
where homemade is unnecessary, and ideas for 
putting your friends to work! Alison suggests feeding 
guests one ambitious main dish, like Braised lamb 
shanks with chickpeas & olives or fennel-rubbed leg 
of lamb with carrots & salsa verde, and filling out the 
table with fuss-free salads. Dessert can be as simple 
as fresh fruits or artfully wrapped chocolate. Hosting 
doesn’t have to be a week-long freak-out. With Alison 
roman’s strategic menus, you can shop, cook, and 
eat all in the same day. 

Alison Roman is a contributor at Bon Appétit and 
regular food columnist in the New York Times. She 
is the author of the bestselling Dining In. Alison has 
worked professionally in kitchens such as new York’s 
Momofuku Milk Bar and San francisco’s Quince. 

• Author is a New York Times food columnist, with 
strong foodie credentials: her recipe for Salted 
butter and chocolate chunk shortbread cookies 
from Dining In went viral

• Aims to de-stress entertaining: many of the 
recipes in the book can be completely prepped  
& cooked in only a few hours

• Chapters cover Dips, Spreads & Stuff on Toast, 
Vegetables, Crunchy Things & Salty Things, 
Salads, Meat, Seafood and After Dinner (desserts)

Draft cover
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Let it Snow
24 recipes for festive Sweet Treats
Agnes Prus
October
iSBn 9781784882556
£7.99 Hardback
64pp 185 x 160 mm
full colour photography

24 heavenly recipes for baked goods and sweet treats 
to make during the festive season

Bring warmth and sweetness into your home during 
the most festive months of the year with a whole 
host of delights, including Matcha & Coconut Trees, 
Apple Gingerbread, Chocolate & Pecan Snowballs 
and Pistachio raspberry rings. The recipes in Let it 
Snow are simple, fun, and will feed a whole Christmas 
party; and come accompanied by cute decorating 
ideas and transporting photographs of beautiful 
snowy scenes.

Agnes Prus began her career as an art historian, but 
finally listened to her heart and spent several years 
learning how to bake in a café in Cologne.

• fun, fresh recipes with new spins on classic ideas: 
think Coconut Peaks, Lucky Mushrooms, and 
Poppy Seed & Marzipan Hearts!

• Adorable, full-colour photographs to get you into 
the festive mood. 

• recipes make up to 50 treats each – great for 
parties, or feeding the whole family. 
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Food Artisans Of Japan
Who They Are, Why They inspire, and What 
They Create
Nancy Singleton Hachisu
November
iSBn 9781743794654
£25.00 Hardback
272pp 240 x 210 mm
full colour photography throughout

A true masterclass in Japanese regional cuisine  
from an award‑winning writer and globally  
recognised expert

This is a book of recipes and stories from eight areas 
around Japan that have reached into American expat 
author nancy Singleton Hachisu’s soul. She shares an 
in-depth knowledge of each locale, showcasing food 
artisans in each region, while focussing on one main 
chef. The book includes 120 recipes, with anywhere 
from 8 to 40 recipes from each chef, ranging from 
traditional Japanese to french or italian-influenced 
Japanese dishes created from local ingredients, like 
for example, Potato Dumplings in red Bean Sauce 
with Milk ice Cream. Each recipe is a collaboration 
between the chef and Hachisu, and can be 
successfully cooked in a home kitchen.

Nancy Singleton Hachisu left California for Japan in 
1988 and never returned home. Married to a Japanese 
organic farmer and living in a small village in rural 
Japan, author and food journalist nancy Singleton 
Hachisu is a worldwide champion of artisanal 
Japanese ingredients. She has been described by 
Alice Waters as ‘a vital bridge between farmers in the 
United States and farmers in Japan’. 

• The author is a recipient of a James Beard award 
and a preeminent expert in Japanese cuisine

• Hachisu conceived the ‘Salt’ segments of netflix’s 
adaptation of Samin nosrat’s bestselling book 
Salt, Fat, Acid, Heat and appears on the show too

Draft cover
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Batch Cooking
Prep and Cook Your Weeknight Dinners in 
Less Than 2 Hours
Keda Black
November
iSBn 9781784882754
£15.00 Hardback
192pp 260 x 194 mm
full colour photography

Master the art of batch cooking in this 
straightforward guide

Cooking in large batches is the perfect way to 
save time and money. With Batch Cooking, get 
ahead of the game by using just two hours every 
Sunday to plan what you are eating for the week 
ahead and get most of your prep out of the way. it 
is broken up into 13 menus, each of which includes 
the Sunday preparation time and a day-by-day 
method to finishing the recipe, alongside an easy-
to-follow shopping list. recipes include a heartening 
Lemongrass, coconut, coriander and ginger soup, 
a delightful Green shakshuka with feta and an 
astoundingly easy Pear brownie.

Keda Black is a cookery writer and the author of a 
number of books.

• Batch cooking helps to save time and money, as 
well as waste

• Each menu includes six recipes a week – covering 
Monday to friday, and a (usually sweet) bonus 
recipe

• Delicious, easy recipes that will appeal to anyone

Draft cover
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The Commons
A Year of Living, Cooking and Eating on fat 
Pig farm
Matthew Evans
November
iSBn 9781743795392
£30.00 Hardback
304pp 283 x 216 mm
full colour photography

Diary‑style narrative and recipes alongside incredible 
scenery and lifestyle shots of farm life

The Commons features 100 seasonal recipes from 
a year of farming and cooking on journalist turned 
farmer Matthew Evan’s family-run fat Pig farm in 
Tasmania, Australia. Structured by the seasons, from 
summer through to spring, all the recipes showcase 
local, sustainable produce cooked simply. Each 
seasonal chapter opens with a farm diary entry 
detailing life on the farm, like the arrival of the new 
dairy cow, and the new green grass shots signaling 
the arrival of spring. With glorious photography of 
the Australian countryside, the book offers a window 
into the mostly bucolic but always relentless life on 
a farm. 

Matthew Evans is a former chef and food critic 
turned rural Australian farmer. With his family, he runs 
the 70-acre fat Pig farm in the beautiful Huon Valley, 
in Tasmania, Australia.

• A window into an envious country lifestyle in one 
of the most picturesque parts of Australia

• Wholesome sustainable farm-to-table recipes with 
an element of nostalgia

• Engaging narrative from a sparkling writer who is 
willing to offer an unvarnished take on his family’s 
big city-to-country experiment

Draft cover
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The Atlas Cookbook
A food Adventure
Charlie Carrington
November
iSBn 9781743795385
£20.00 flexibound
224pp 225 x 215 mm
full colour photography throughout

Four seasons, twenty countries, eighty‑eight recipes 
– food that knows no borders

Across the world, each established cuisine has an 
underlying backbone. Vietnamese food without fish 
sauce? israeli cuisine without tehina? no chance. And 
yet so many dishes and ingredients cross borders. 
food connects us, teaches us and defines us. This 
book explores twenty countries across four regions, 
with 88 recipes that celebrate each location but 
embrace seasonal local ingredients, as each region 
also aligns with a season: winter in Europe (Greece, 
Spain, Portugal, italy, france), spring in South 
America (Colombia, Argentina, Peru, Brazil, Bolivia), 
summer in Asia (Thailand, China, indonesia, Vietnam) 
and autumn in the Middle East (iraq, Syria, Turkey, 
Lebanon, israel). 

Charlie Carrington trained in London at Gordon 
ramsay’s eponymous Michelin-starred restaurant. 
Upon his return to Australia, he worked in several 
award-winning restaurants, before opening his own 
Atlas Dining. The menus at the restaurant change 
three times a year based on Charlie’s experience 
working in kitchens around the world.

• 88 savoury recipes for food that is shareable, 
seasonal, vegetable-forward and combines 
flavours and inspiration from many sources

• ingredients for each destination are accessible all 
year round at supermarkets.

Draft cover
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Pardiz
Persian food and Memories
Manuela Darling‑Gansser
November
iSBn 9781743795194
£30.00 Hardback
352pp 275 x 200 mm
full colour photography

70 evocatively illustrated recipes showcasing the 
very best of simple Persian food

in Pardiz (farsi for paradise), Manuela Darling-Gansser 
returns to the country where she spent her early 
childhood. Travelling from Tehran to the Caspian 
Sea and from the desert to the high central plains, 
Manuela reveals the variety and delicacy of Persian 
food in 70 recipes. its emphasis on sharing and 
heavy use of vegetables and herbs is well suited to 
our modern way of eating. A deeply personal tale 
and an unforgettable journey through the culinary 
landscapes of both ancient Persia and modern-day 
iran, Pardiz rejoices in the land, life, flavours and food 
of this enigmatic country. 

Manuela Darling‑Gansser is a traveller, linguist 
and writer of food and travel cookbooks. Born in 
Switzerland, she spent her early childhood living in 
iran before returning to school in Zurich. Her previous 
six books, including the award-winning Under The 
Olive Tree, have all been published by Hardie Grant.

• Showcases the very best of Persian food – its 
celebration of rice, use of fresh herbs and subtle 
combinations of meat, fish, fruit and vegetables 
with exotic spices such as saffron, cardamom and 
dried limes 

• irresistible food and travel photography, as well 
as the author’s personal photographs of her 
childhood spent in iran

• Uncomplicated recipes, many of which can be 
prepared in advance

Draft cover
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Halliday Wine 
Companion 2020
The Bestselling and Definitive Guide to 
Australian Wine
James Halliday
October
iSBn 9781743795583
£20.00 Paperback
776pp 234 x 153 mm
Text only

The annual bible for lovers of Australian wine

The Halliday Wine Companion is recognised as the 
industry benchmark for Australian wine. The 2020 
edition has been completely revised to bring you 
up-to-the-minute information, as well as re-designed 
in a modern new style to reflect Halliday’s ever 
expanding audience. in his inimitable style, Halliday 
shares his extensive knowledge of wine through 
detailed tasting notes with points, price, value symbol 
and advice on best-by drinking, as well as each wine’s 
closure and alcohol content. He provides information 
about wineries and winemakers, including vineyard 
sizes, opening times and contact details.

James Halliday is an authority on every aspect of 
the Australian wine industry. His winemaking has led 
him to sojourns in Bordeaux and Burgundy, and he 
has had a long career as an international wine judge. 
in 1995 he received the Australian wine industry’s 
ultimate accolade, the Maurice o’Shea Award,  
and in 2010 he was made a Member of the order  
of Australia.

• includes a comprehensive list of the best wines 
and wineries that Australia has to offer 

• includes reviews, styles, prices and the history of 
wineries reviewed by James Halliday 

• Listed alphabetically either by region or winery, 
with James Halliday’s famous 5-star rating system 
– wineries use his reviews in marketing for  
their wines

Pickle Juice
A Revolutionary Approach to Making 
Better Tasting Cocktails and Drinks

Florence Cherruault

50 inventive ideas for alcoholic and  
non-alcoholic drinks, including Vinegars  
& Shrubs, kimchi, Bloody Marys, Chasers 
and More

Power Milks
Over 70 Dairy‑free Drinks to Give Your 
Health A Boost Every Day

Fern Green

over 70 healthy, plant-based drinks recipes

Probiotics
The Healthy Gut Bible

Caroline Hwang

over 60 drink recipes for a healthy,  
happy gut

Whole
Down‑to‑earth Plant‑based Wholefood 
Recipes

Harriet Birrell

100 plant-based whole food recipes for 
friends and family, striking the perfect 
balance between whole, simple, satisfying 
and tasty

Out now
iSBn 9781784881894
£12.99 Hardback 
160pp 210 x 160 mm
full colour photography 
throughout

Out now
iSBn 9781784882013
£9.99 Hardback 
160pp 215 x 150 mm
full colour illustrations 
throughout

Out now
iSBn 9781743795163
£25.00 Hardback 
304pp 248 x 190 mm
full colour photography 
throughout

Out now
iSBn 9781784881993
£9.99 Hardback 
160pp 215 x 150 mm
full colour photography

Draft cover
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Root to Bloom
A Modern Guide to Whole Plant Use

Mat Pember

How to grow, eat and celebrate every part 
of 35 edible plants

7000 Islands
Cherished Recipes and Stories from the 
Philippines

Yasmin Newman

A beautiful, comprehensive and evocative 
cookbook on the relatively undiscovered 
filipino cuisine

Chefs Eat Breakfast Too
A Pro’s Guide to Starting The Day Right

Darren Purchese

over 50 mouth-watering takes on the most 
important meal of the day from a world-
class chef

Tokyo Stories
A Japanese Cookbook

Tim Anderson

iconic & unexpected recipes from Tokyo, 
with stunning location photography of chef 
Tim Anderson’s travels there

Sugar Rebels
Pipe For Your Life – More than 60 Recipes 
from Instagram’s Kween of Baking

Nick Makrides

outrageous cupcakes, macarons and cakes 
from hugely popular Youtube channel The 
Scran Line

The Farm Community
Grow. Cook. Share. Connect.

Emma Lane & Tom Lane

A guide to living and eating sustainably, with 
recipes, projects and inspiration

Little Green Kitchen
Simple Vegetarian Family Recipes

David Frenkiel

Delicious, nutritious and easy vegetarian 
recipes for parents and kids alike, inspired 
by flavours from around the world, by 
the bestselling authors behind the Green 
Kitchen Stories blog

Tortellini At Midnight
And Other Heirloom Family Recipes from 
Taranto to Turin to Tuscany

Emiko Davies

rustic heirloom italian family recipes, drawn 
from the bottom of italy to the top

Out now
iSBn 9781743793442
£20.00 Hardback 
208pp 248 x 190 mm
full colour throughout

Out now
iSBn 9781743794913
£18.99 Paperback 
336pp 253 x 202 mm
full colour photography 
throughout

Out now
iSBn 9781743794852
£12.99 Hardback 
176pp 210 x 170 mm
full colour photography

Out now
iSBn 9781784882297
£26.00 Hardback 
256pp 248 x 190 mm
full colour photography 
throughout

Out now
iSBn 9781784882273
£20.00 Hardback 
208pp 254 x 203 mm
full photography

Out now
iSBn 9781743794531
£26.00 Hardback 
256pp 252 x 203 mm
full colour photographs 
throughout

Out now
iSBn 9781743795019
£16.99 flexibound 
224pp 248 x 190 mm
full colour photography

Out now
iSBn 9781743794661
£20.00 flexibound 
224pp 270 x 215 mm
full colour throughout
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California: Living + 
Eating
Recipes Inspired by the Golden State

Eleanor Maidment

featuring over 80 fresh, accessible 
and colourful recipes, inspired by the 
Californian way of eating

Super Roots
Cooking with Healing Spices to Boost Your 
Mood

Tanita de Ruijt

Supercharge your health with over 60 
recipes that will feed your body and mind

Dining In
Alison Roman

Casual, vegetable-forward food from a new 
voice in food writing

The Zero Waste 
Cookbook
100 Recipes for Cooking Without Waste

Giovanna Torrico

Learn how to reduce your food waste with 
simple yet delicious recipes

Andalusia
Recipes from Seville and Beyond

José Pizarro

The bestselling Spanish chef is back with a 
culinary guide to this popular tourist area

Zero Fucks Cooking 
Endless Summer
Good Food Great Times

Yumi Stynes

Excellent ideas for party & celebration food 
that is delicious and kind to your body, but 
does not call for hours in the kitchen

Gelato Messina
The Recipes

Nick Palumbo

impressive and unique recipes which turn 
your gelato and ice cream into works of art

The Beauty Chef Gut 
Guide
Glowing Skin and Wellbeing Begin in the 
Belly

Carla Oates

reap the benefits of a healthy belly with 
this practical 28-day guide to repairing and 
resetting your gut

Out now
iSBn 9781784882457
£22.00 Hardback 
224pp 254 x 203 mm
full colour photography 
throughout

Out now
iSBn 9781784882419
£16.99 Hardback 
160pp 230 x 190 mm
full colour throughout

Out now
iSBn 9781743795309
£22.00 Hardback 
304pp 254 x 203 mm
full colour photography

Out now
iSBn 9781784882471
£15.00 Paperback with 
flaps 
256pp 240.5 x 179.5 mm
full colour photography

Out now
iSBn 9781743794982
£16.99 flexibound 
320pp 258 x 208 mm
full colour photography 
throughout

Out now
iSBn 9781743795002
£20.00 Hardback 
256pp 230 x 190 mm
full colour photography 
throughout

Out now
iSBn 9781784882266
£26.00 Hardback 
256pp 248 x 190 mm
full colour photography 
throughout

Out now
iSBn 9781743795088
£18.99 flexibound 
208pp 240 x 210 mm
full colour
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Bolder
Life Lessons from People older and Wiser 
than You
Helen Cathcart & Dominique Afacan
September
iSBn 9781784882563
£12.99 Hardback
160pp 215 x 150 mm
full colour photography

A beautiful and luxurious portrayal of how to age with 
power and grace

This book captures a journey to find people aged 
70 and older who make old age look appealing or 
even – gasp! – fun. from well-known names including 
Zandra rhodes, Barbara Hulanicki and Michel roux, 
to lesser-known people who will become your new 
heroes, this book champions people over the age of 
70 who will change perceptions about growing older. 
full of surprises and hilarity from 28 people who are 
anything but invisible, Bolder is full of life lessons that 
everyone can learn from.

Dominique Afacan has been editing luxury lifestyle 
magazines for over ten years. Helen Cathcart is a 
lifestyle photographer specialising in travel, food and 
interiors. Both are currently based in London.

• A positive look at ageing, embracing older  
age gracefully

• inspiring stories from 28 exceptional individuals 
from around the world 

• Gorgeous lifestyle photography throughout
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Elegance
The Beauty of french fashion
Megan Hess
October
iSBn 9781743794425
£14.99 Hardback 
192pp 217 x 147 mm
full colour illustrations throughout

International superstar Megan Hess illustrates ten of 
France’s best‑loved fashion designers

Join internationally acclaimed illustrator Megan Hess 
on an unforgettable journey to the global fashion 
capital to encounter ten iconic french designers: 
Chanel, Dior, Chloé, Saint Laurent, Givenchy, 
Balmain, Balenciaga, Louis Vuitton, Lanvin and 
Hermes. The spectacular illustrations of french 
fashion’s most stylish ready-to-wear and exquisite 
haute couture collections make Elegance: The 
Beauty of French Fashion an instant classic in the 
Megan Hess fashion illustration library.

Megan Hess is the author of five bestselling books 
and the Global Artist in residence for the oetker 
Masterpiece Hotel Collection. Her clients include 
Dior Couture, Cartier, Louis Vuitton, Prada, fendi, 
Bergdorf Goodman and Harrods. Hess’s signature 
style can also be found on her bespoke, limited 
edition prints and homewares sold around the globe.

• Megan Hess has sold 430,000 books around  
the world

• Megan’s intricate full-page fashion illustrations 
are hugely recognisable and evoke the distinctive 
style of each designer

• The author has a huge social media following and 
will tour internationally to promote the book

• readers collect Megan’s books

Paris
9781743792476
£14.99

Coco Chanel
9781743790663
£14.99

The Dress
9781742708232
£14.99

Also available
iconic: The Masters 
of italian fashion
9781743794371
££4.99

Draft cover
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THIS
GUY

20 of the World’s Most Stylish Men
JAMIE FERGUSON 

This Guy
The Modern Man’s Style
Jamie Ferguson
October
iSBn 9781784882525
£30.00 Hardback
224pp 305 x 225 mm
full photography

A major new menswear publication taking an original 
look at today’s style mavens 

in This Guy, photographer Jamie ferguson profiles 
men from the fashion industry, covering a range of 
ages, locations and personal styles. Each of the men 
profiled works in menswear, but enjoys passions 
of his own. Tommaso Capozzoli is also a rower 
whose headquarters sit below the Ponte Vecchio 
in florence; Hooman Majd is a world-renowned 
iranian-American journalist and author; Michael Hill 
is the creative genius behind Drake’s haberdashery. 
This Guy captures not only their impeccable style 
from London, Paris, new York, Stockholm, Tokyo and 
rome, but also the lives that made them. 

Jamie Ferguson is a photographer specialising in 
menswear and lifestyle imagery. He has been working 
in the industry for over a decade.

• Highly anticipated in the menswear industry, this 
book profiles over 20 leading designers, editors 
and stylists

• Photographer Jamie ferguson has a huge fanbase, 
with over 49k followers on instagram @Jkf_man

• Beautiful, high-end production with a luxurious feel

Draft cover
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19,95 € 10207049

www.lunwerg.com

I Will Always Love You_portada.indd   1 18/7/18   13:21

I Will Always Love You
The Loves, Break-ups and Songs that Have 
Made History
Marisa Morea
December
iSBn 9781784882761
£10.00 Hardback
144 ppm 180 x 128 mm
full colour illustrations

An illustrated journey through the best love stories of 
the music world and the great songs they inspired

in I Will Always Love You, Marisa Morea takes us 
through all the infatuations and heartbreaks that 
co-wrote the golden eras of pop and rock music in 
her playful illustrations and wry storytelling style: 
from when Leonard Cohen met Janis Joplin in the 
elevator of the Chelsea Hotel, to when Debbie Harry 
laid eyes on Chris Stein in a crowd in 1974, to the 
public fights and passionate reconciliations of Serge 
Gainsbourg and Jane Birkin. There are stories of 
drugs, drink, and brutal betrayal, but also of true love 
and old-fashioned romance. 

Marisa Morea is a freelance illustrator based 
in Madrid, Spain. Her work has been published 
internationally by Penguin random House, Simon  
& Schuster, SM, nosy Crow, Sterling, and Little  
Tiger Press.

• fun, full-colour illustrations and handwritten 
sections throughout bring the stories to life 

• Whether you’re a ‘60s flower child or a ‘90s grunge 
kid, this is the perfect self-buy or gift 

• You can read this book cover-to-cover or dip in 
and out of it as you please

22 23

La química entre Debbie y Chris fue creciendo y al cabo de tres meses empezaron 
a salir juntos y a componer las canciones para la banda. Cuando The Stilettos se 
disolvió, Debbie y Chris formaron Blondie en octubre de 1974.

Debbie Harry conoció a Chris Stein cuando lideraba la banda The Stilettos, 
sobreviviendo a duras penas como cantante en el Nueva York de 1974. En su 
segundo bolo en The Boburn Tavern, Chris Stein se encontraba entre el público. 
Al final del concierto Debbie se acercó a conocerlo. Al final de la noche le invitó 
a unirse a The Stilettos como guitarrista.

Blondie tocaban con regularidad en clubs como el Max’s Kansas City, cantera 
primero del glam y luego del punk, y el CBGB. No tardaron en firmar un contrato 
discográfico adelantándose a muchas de las bandas de esa misma escena. 
En 1976 lanzaron su álbum de debut, Blondie, que no supuso un gran éxito 
comercial.

132 133
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Cuando Tom Waits conoció a Rickie Lee Jones en el Los Ángeles de 1977, se 
encontraron dos almas gemelas. Su amor por la poesía beat y el jazz unió a Tom, 
que llevaba ya varios álbumes publicados por aquellos días y vivía de la música a 
duras penas, y a Rickie, que, todavía desconocida, había sido invitada a cantar un 
par de temas dentro del show de un amigo en el famoso The Troubadour de Los 
Ángeles ese verano.

Aunque tenían mucho en común, Tom y Rickie venían de lugares muy diferentes. 
Tom era un chico corriente de clase media que había vivido durante nueve 
años en el Tropicana Inn, un modesto motel en Los Ángeles por el que también 
pasaron Jim Morrison, Stevie Nicks, Joan Jett o The Ramones, músicos sin 
un duro que tocaban por cuatro perras en los cercanos tugurios y salas de 
conciertos de West Hollywood.

Tom vivía de forma un tanto especial. Tenía un piano en la cocina de su pequeño 
apartamento en el Tropicana con el que componía por las noches y dedicaba 
buena parte del día a dormir.

Hacia 1975, Rickie Lee Jones era una buscavidas de veintiún años, un espíritu 
libre y bohemio que a los catorce años se había independizado de su familia, un 
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Also available
Claris: fashion 
Show fiasco
9781760502874
£12.99

Claris: Book & Toy  
Gift Set
The Chicest Mouse in Paris
Megan Hess
November
iSBn 9781760502805
£16.99 Book & Toy
48pp + soft toy 206 x 170 mm
full colour

Pocket Kardashian 
Wisdom
Sassy, Shameless and Surprisingly Profound 
Quotes from the Whole family
Hardie Grant London
September
iSBn 9781784882860
£6.99 Hardback
96pp 132 x 110 pp
£6.99
full colour illustrations

A gorgeously designed gift set includes Claris: The 
Chicest Mouse in Paris and your very own plush 
Claris toy!

Claris: The Chicest Mouse in Paris follows an 
adorable mouse who dreams of moving to Paris to 
follow her fashion dreams. one day, she bravely 
takes the leap – only to find a mean little girl with 
a horrible-looking cat standing in the way of her 
perfect Parisian apartment! Can Claris use all her 
wit, warmth and – of course – style to make her 
dreams come true? Claris: The Chicest Mouse in 
Paris is the first picture book in a dazzling new series 
for lovers of Eloise and olivia. Destined to delight 
fashion-obsessed readers of all ages!

Megan Hess is an acclaimed fashion illustrator who 
works with some of the most prestigious fashion 
designers and luxury brands around the world, such 
as Chanel, Dior, Cartier, Montblanc and Tiffany & Co. 
Claris is her first children’s book.

• includes a hardback picture book featuring a foil 
finish (at 30% the size of the original hardback)

• The soft and cuddly Claris plush toy stands at 160 
x 60 mm and features a removable dress (and has 
been safety tested to En71 toy standards)

• one of the world’s best known fashion illustrators, 
Megan Hess is a genuine publishing phenomenon, 
and her books have sold 430,000 copies 
worldwide

A sparkling collection of the Kardashian‑Jenner 
family’s best quotes

In Pocket Kardashian Wisdom, the world’s most 
famous family offer their opinions on everything 
you can think of – from authenticity, to growing 
older, to how to take your best selfie. Whether you 
can’t live without them, or you just can’t look away, 
the kardashian gang are an absolute goldmine of 
philosophy, advice and hysterical one-liners, and this 
collection of their best quotes is a must-have for any 
fan. organised into six chapters, Pocket Kardashian 
Wisdom covers all aspects of the kardashian empire 
– STYLE, HUSTLE, SELf-LoVE, HATErS, fAMiLY  
and SASS.

• Keeping Up with the Kardashians has up to  
2 million viewers per episode – with a record of 
10.5 million viewers!

• The kardashian empire has rEACH! kendall has 
100 m instagram followers, kylie has 121 m, and kim 
has a cool 122 m!

• Pocket Kim Wisdom has sold over 29,000 copies 
globally

Draft cover
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Pocket Cardi B 
Wisdom
inspirational Quotes and Wise Words from 
the Queen of rap
Hardie Grant London
November
iSBn 9781784883164
£6.99 Hardback
96p 132 x 110 mm
Text, full-colour chapter openers

Pocket Biggie Wisdom
inspirational Quotes and Wise Words from 
the notorious B.i.G.
Hardie Grant London
November
iSBn 9781784883171
£6.99 Hardback
96pp 132 x 110 mm
Text only, full colour chapter openers

A new title in our wildly popular Pocket Wisdom series

in Pocket Cardi B Wisdom, the chart-topping Queen 
of rap dishes out her dirtiest and most delightful 
pearls of wisdom – on everything from money, to 
female empowerment and pregnancy. if there’s one 
thing we know about Cardi, it’s that she does not 
hold back. This powerhouse has got the world in the 
palm of her perfectly-manicured hand, and in this 
collection of her most unapologetically filthy and 
brilliant quotes, you can see why. okUrrr?!

• Spot UV and foil finishes make this a loud and 
lighthearted package

• in 2018, Time magazine included Cardi on their 
annual list of the 100 most influential people in  
the world

• Cardi has over 41.3 million followers on instagram!

A new title in our wildly popular Pocket Wisdom series

Biggie Smalls is considered by many to have been the 
greatest rapper of all time. His deep voice, effortless 
flow, vulnerable storytelling and the window he 
offered into hustler life in the 90s immortalised him 
in the hip-hop hall of fame, even before his death at 
the young age of 24. in this collection of his insights, 
we hear the ‘king of new York’ in his own words 
on his early life in Brooklyn, his marriage to faith 
Evans, his notorious temper and even his infamous 
friendship-turned-fatal-rivalry with Tupac Shakur.

• The perfect gift or self-buy for any hip-hop fan

• Biggie’s posthumous album, Life After Death, is 
certified Diamond. This means it sold more than 10 
million copies

• Rolling Stone described him as the ‘greatest 
rapper that ever lived’
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Also available in the Pocket Wisdom series

£5.99

GIFT/HUMOUR

or motherhood mantras, Kim has a quote for you.

Whether you’re in need of style advice, love lessons 
from the perfect self e to her famous behind.  
Kanye West has wise words on everything 
of contouring, entrepreneur and wife of 

speaks, people listen. The queen 
broke the internet – when Kim 

She revolutionised reality TV and 
Kim Kardashian

Witty quotes and

wise words from 

Kim Kardashianpocket kim 

wisdom
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Also available
Pocket Bowie Wisdom
iSBn 9781784880736
£6.99

Also available
Pocket Dolly Wisdom 
iSBn 9781784880446
£6.99

Also available
Pocket Coco Chanel 
Wisdom 
iSBn 9781784881399
£6.99

Also available
Pocket Elizabeth Taylor 
Wisdom 
iSBn 9781784881597
£6.99

Also available
Pocket frida kahlo Wisdom 
iSBn 9781784881801
£6.99

Also available
Pocket kim Wisdom 
iSBn 9781784880606
£6.99

Also available
Pocket Michelle Wisdom 
iSBn 9781784881313
£6.99

Also available
Pocket Maya Angelou 
Wisdom 
iSBn 9781784882464
£6.99

Also available
Pocket Queer Wisdom 
iSBn 9781784882853
£6.99

Also available
Pocket rBG Wisdom 
iSBn 9781784882877
£6.99

Also available
Pocket ruPaul Wisdom 
iSBn 9781784881283
£6.99

Also available
Pocket The Queen Wisdom 
iSBn 9781784882259
£6.99

I Touched a Cat and I 
Liked it
Anna Blandford

A hilarious collection celebrating our sweet 
– and slightly crazy – obsession with cats

Botanicals Wrapping 
Paper
Edith Rewa

20 folded sheets of gift wrap in 20 different 
botanical designs complete with two sheets 
of stickers

Art of Denim
Over 30 Ways to Wear Denim

How to wear everything from classic dark 
wash jeans to boho denim jackets

The Tattoorialist
Berlin, London, New York, Tokyo, Paris

Nicolas Brulez & Mylène Ebrard

An atlas of the best tattoo artists on  
the planet

Out now
iSBn 9781743793589
£10.00 Paperback 
128pp 210 x 170 mm
Colour illustrations 
throughout

Out now
iSBn 9781760503529
£13.00 Wrapping 
22pp 347 x 252 mm
full colour wrapping 
paper

Out now
iSBn 9781784882426
£35.00 Hardback 
320pp 320 x 250 mm
full colour photography

Out now
iSBn 9781784882358
£10.00 Hardback 
96pp 185 x 135 mm
full colour illustrations 
throughout
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Love Bible
Words of Love

Hady Sy

Bible of ‘i love you’ in over 365 languages

Encounters with Peggy 
Guggenheim
An Intimate Collection of Behind‑the‑
scenes Photos Featuring the Legendary 
Art Collector

stefan moses

A collection of behind-the-scenes 
photographs of renowned art-collector 
and eccentric, Peggy Guggenheim, taken 
between 1969 and 1974

Lasting Lines
100 Poems and Poets That You Should 
Know

Jamie Grant

A captivating introduction to 100 of our 
greatest poets

The Book of Christmas
The Hidden Stories Behind Our Festive 
Traditions

Christopher Winn

A charming gift book that unravels the 
origins behind the weird and wonderful 
Christmas traditions from around the world

Out now
iSBn 9781784882303
£10.00 Hardback 
368pp 150 x 100 mm
Two-colour text only

Out now
iSBn 9781784881870
£22.50 Hardback 
144pp 288 x 220 mm
full colour photography 
throughout

Out now
iSBn 9781784882006
£12.99 Hardback 
160pp 216 x 138 mm
illustrations throughout

Out now
iSBn 9781743794241
£10.00 Hardback 
208pp 181 x 111 mm
Text only

Red Mist: Football’s Most 
Shocking Moments
Red Cards, Dirty Tackles, Headbutts, Pitch 
Invaders and More

Phil Cartwright

30 of the best red mist moments from the 
beautiful game

Urban Scrawl
The Written Word in Street Art

Lou Chamberlin

A celebration of the world’s best 
typographic street art

Perfume
In Search of Your Signature Scent

Neil Chapman

A guide to selecting your next signature 
scent

Darcey Bussell: Evolved
Darcey Bussell

150 full-colour photographs of Dame 
Darcey Bussell, retired darling of the  
British Ballet and beloved judge of Strictly 
Come Dancing

Out now
iSBn 9781784882440
£12.99 Hardback 
160pp 177 x 140 mm
full colour illustrations

Out now
iSBn 9781741176346
£10.00 Hardback 
192pp 160 x 180 mm
full colour throughout

Out now
iSBn 9781784881795
£30.00 Hardback 
192pp 303 x 263 mm
full colour photography 
throughout

Out now
iSBn 9781784882433
£16.00 Hardback 
288pp 217 x 147 mm
full colour illustrations
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Crappy To Happy
Simple Steps to Live Your Best Life
Cassandra Dunn
August
iSBn 9781743795118
£10.00 Hardback
192pp 182 x 130 mm
Two colour, text only

Practical strategies for living your best life right now

You might think happiness is to be found in a pay 
rise, a marriage, an updated kitchen or that great pair 
of shoes you’ve got your eye on. But the cliché is 
true: happiness is in the journey, not the destination. 
Psychologist Cassandra Dunn believes that happiness 
is available to all of us. in simple over-arching steps, 
she gives you practical strategies to feel happier, 
more energetic, fitter and confident. Your journey to 
living your best life begins right here and now.

Cassandra Dunn is a clinical and coaching 
psychologist and an experienced mindfulness 
educator, workshop facilitator and keynote speaker. 
She also hosts the wildly popular Crappy to 
Happy podcast, which has reached over 2 million 
downloads.

• 10 easily digestible steps/chapters, each with 3 
key takeaways eg 1 step is Be Less Busy, strategies 
to achieve this are to unplug, schedule downtime 
and pause with purpose

• The author is a qualified psychologist who explains 
the science behind our emotions

• Covers diet, exercise, emotional eating, 
self-criticism, perfectionism and sabotage

2 0

C R A P P Y  T O  H A P P Y

Happiness is also the satisfaction that comes from 

knowing your life has meaning and purpose.

For this reason, Professor Martin Seligman, known as 

the father of Positive Psychology, made the decision to 

drop the word ‘happiness’ and replace it with ‘wellbeing’. 

Achieving optimal wellbeing is now commonly referred to 

as ‘flourishing’, and this describes much more than simply 

experiencing a pleasant mood. For the purposes of this 

book, I am using the word ‘happiness’ interchangeably 

with terms such as ‘wellbeing’, ‘flourishing’ and ‘thriving’, 

but it will become clear throughout the steps ahead that 

there’s more to real, sustainable happiness than simply 

feeling cheerful all the time.

The experience of pleasant emotions is sometimes 

referred to as hedonic wellbeing, from the Greek 

hēdonē, meaning pleasure. This is the way you feel 

when you laugh with friends, enjoy a delicious meal, 

slide into bed between crisp clean sheets or soak your 

tired body in a warm bath. It might be the excited buzz 

of booking a holiday or finally renovating your tired 

old kitchen. Hedonic happiness refers to those warm 

feelings that are derived from sensory pleasures or 

material gains. 

 
(Greek hēdonē) pleasure

 
(Greek eudaimonía) 
self-realisation and 

fulfilment of potential 

3 5

Step two
B E  L E S S  B U S Y

If you’ve ever tried pinning 
someone down for dinner or 

planning a night out with friends, 
you know firsthand the problem 
of busyness in our modern lives. 

How often have you bumped into a friend and asked, 

‘How are you?’ only to have them reply, ‘Great. Busy!’ 

before they dash off, takeaway coffee in hand, to attend 

to the pressing demands of the day. I know there have 

been many times when I’ve been the one to yell ‘Gotta 

go! Must catch up. Text me!’ over my shoulder as I race 

off. It seems we’re all very busy, constantly needing to 

be somewhere or do something.
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365 Days of 
Drawing
9781784881955
£12.99

Also available
365 Days of Art
9781784881115
£12.99

365 Days Of Creativity
inspire Your imagination with Art Every Day
Lorna Scobie
September
iSBn 9781784882792
£12.99 flexibound
352pp 210 x 160 pp
full colour illustrations

Explore your inner artist and spark your creative self 
with the latest 365 book

365 Days of Creativity will motivate you to nurture 
and grow your creative potential in all areas of your 
life. Through practical, daily exercises and goal-
setting, Lorna Scobie shows you how to explore 
and let go of your artistic inhibitions, encouraging 
you to look for creative inspiration wherever you 
go, from the clouds in the sky to the faces in your 
local café. Whether you are a novice, prolific doodler 
or experienced artist, 365 Days of Creativity is 
guaranteed to stir your imagination and put a little 
creativity into every single day.

Lorna Scobie is a London-based illustrator and 
designer of cheeky characters and critters. 
Her clients include NYLON, Hermès and Stella 
McCartney, and her work has won awards from  
It’s Nice That, Macmillan and Penguin.

• The latest book in the bestselling 365 series  
– over 105,000 copies sold 

• offers a daily activity, one for each day of  
the year 

• Designed to encourage self-reflection, 
mindfulness and to unlock the creative part of 
your mind

• Lorna has over 112k followers on instagram

Hold 2 coloued pencils together, and draw with them both at the same time.
Perhaps create a pattern, doodle or even an observational drawing.54 56 Fill the table. Perhaps there are plates of food, fresh fruit, 

flowers in a vase or piles of books. Try not to worry about  the 
perspective being right, just enjoy taking the time to be creative.

55 Design an imaginary animal.

Draw a sea. You could start with watercolour paint, and allow the colours 
to blend into each other. Or perhaps use oil pastels, which can then 
be blended together using your finger. Suggest movement by making 
energetic marks, or by using torn pieces of coloured paper.

38 39 Look for creative inspiration wherever you go. When you are sat 
having dinner, or in a cafe, look around you. What are the shapes, 
objects or colours which interest you? 
Draw them here. They could be as unusual or everyday as you like.

Tip: Perhaps carry a small 
sketchbook and a couple coloured 
pencils whilst you are out and 
about, so that you can record 
things that inspire you. Draw them 
as soon as you can after seeing 
them, if not whilst still looking.
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By Jo Cauldrick of The Moon Journal

By Jo Cauldrick of The Moon Journal

UK £12.00  US $19.99

SPARK YOUR CREATIVITY AND SELF-REFLECTION 
WITH THE HELP OF THE LUNAR CYCLE

Sed que explita doluptius exped unte sus 
escimet facera andisquam, aligent, offic to tem 
intium es imil moluptatem adipit, ut esti derrum 

que velia volupis magnati isquam, 
si corrovi dusciliqui 

Non prempore, qui rerum nimus magnihit 
vendissimin rem quuntet expero eatet officta 

autem et exerrum ut que plitet utem dolo quis 
si berem as nonseque quat ex essit audam et 
ut esciis dus doluptat il ipsus debit omnita nis 

sequatqui tem voluptas se es molesto reruptatis 
excest quias volore re eos et vendit que quiae 

commod moditiam aut rati blaborpore.Deriantur 
as milibusdaes id magnia sunt ut quodit oditatem 
et odit vercidestrum quae. si berem as nonseque 

SPARK YOUR CREATIVITY AND SELF-REFLECTION 
WITH THE HELP OF THE LUNAR CYCLE

MOONJOURNAL_COVER_2.indd   1 27/02/2019   12:59

Muse With The Moon
Spark Your Creativity and Self-reflection 
with the Help of the Lunar Cycle
Jo Cauldrick
October
iSBn 9781784882549
£12.00 flexibound
224pp 210 x 170 mm
full colour illustrations

Affirmations, rituals and creative journal exercises 
inspired by the moon

Muse with the Moon is an interactive book to inspire 
your creativity using the moon phases as your guide. 
Divided into eight chapters that represent each moon 
phase, you will learn how to channel lunar power to 
accomplish your life goals. featuring hand-painted 
journal sheets with activities that range from setting 
intentions and drawing, to more mindful tasks such 
as running a hot bath, creating a wish jar or simply 
savouring a cup of tea, this book will encourage you 
to carve out time for yourself and adopt a more 
balanced approach to life.   

Jo Cauldrick is a Uk-based artist and creator of 
boutique card collections that inspire a more mindful 
approach to daily life. She is the face behind the 
successful site The Moon Journal.

• Combines four big trends: journaling, magic, slow 
living and mindfulness 

• Divided into eight chapters that each includes  
a range of activities based around a different 
moon phase

• Designed to be dipped in and out of, providing a 
booster shot of self-care when you need it most 

• Her instagram @themoon_journal has over 300k 
followers

36  37

Create a wish jar. 
Write down your wishes and intentions inside the jar with your favourite crystal. 

“I believe 
a leaf of grass 
is no less than 

the journey-work 
of the stars.”

 – Walt Whitman

Mama Moon says:
dit maximintiam, 
velentio. Neque 

sitaeptio. Itasperesti 
od magnis eum, idi 

tempore, vo
alique volorum 

44  45

Focus: 
* Magic Making 

* Intentions set

* Fresh slate

*  New opportunities 

* Planning

* Planting seeds

* Re-birth

Slow living 
prompt: 

Create an inspired playlist to play 
whilst tidying and resetting the energy 
in your living space. Give your house 
plants some attention, declutter and 

only surround yourself with things your 
really need or that are beautiful and 

meaningful.

2. WAXING CRESCENT
A magical time that signifies the beginning 

of the next lunar cycle. It’s a chance for you 
to have an opportunity to refresh your habits, 

plans and to set new goals.

36  37

Create a wish jar. 
Write down your wishes and intentions inside the jar with your favourite crystal. 

“I believe 
a leaf of grass 
is no less than 

the journey-work 
of the stars.”

 – Walt Whitman

Mama Moon says:
dit maximintiam, 
velentio. Neque 

sitaeptio. Itasperesti 
od magnis eum, idi 

tempore, vo
alique volorum 
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1312 Introduction Aries

On the cusp
The dates given below are approximate. For those who 

appear to be ‘on the cusp’ between two signs, it will 
be necessary to check where the cusp fell on the actual 

date they were born.

Aries
The Ram 

• 
2 1  M A R C H –2 0  A P R I L

Astrologically the first sign of the 
zodiac, Aries appears alongside the 
vernal (or spring) equinox. A cardinal 

fire sign, depicted by the ram, it is 
the sign of beginnings and ruled by 
the planet Mars, which represents a 
dynamic ability to meet challenges 

energetically and creatively. Its 
opposite sign is airy Libra. 

Gemini
The Twins 

• 
2  M AY–2 0  J U N

A mutable air sign symbolised by 
the twins, Gemini tends to see both 

sides of an argument, its speedy 
intellect influenced by its ruling 
planet Mercury. Tending to fight 
shy of commitment, this sign also 
epitomises a certain youthfulness 

of attitude. Its opposite sign is fiery 
Sagittarius.

Taurus
The Bull 

• 
2 1  A P R I L–2 0  M AY

Grounded, sensual and appreciative 
of bodily pleasures, Taurus is a fixed 

earth sign endowed by its ruling 
planet Venus with grace and a love 

of beauty, despite its depiction 
as a bull. Generally characterised 
by an easy and uncomplicated, if 

occasionally stubborn, approach to 
life, Taurus’s opposite sign is watery 

Scorpio.

Cancer
The Crab 

• 
2 1  J U N E –2 1  J U LY

Depicted by the crab and the 
tenacity of its claws, Cancer is a 

cardinal water sign, emotional and 
intuitive, its sensitivity protected 

by its shell. Ruled by the maternal 
Moon, the shell also represents the 
security of home, to which Cancer 
is committed. Its opposite sign is 

earthy Capricorn.

Aries, Taurus, Gemini, 
Cancer, Leo, Virgo, 
Libra, Scorpio, 
Sagittarius, Capricorn, 
Aquarius, Pisces
Stella Andromeda
October
iSBns:
9781784882617 Aries
9781784882648 Taurus
9781784882655 Gemini
9781784882716 Cancer
9781784882624 Leo
9781784882631 Virgo

9781784882709 Libra
9781784882662 Scorpio
9781784882693 Sagittarius
9781784882679 Capricorn
9781784882600 Aquarius
9781784882686 Pisces

£8.99 Hardback
112pp 155 x 120 mm
full colour illustrations

in our increasingly turbulent world, many of us are 
looking to the sky to find guidance in the ancient 
art of astrology. in this series, Stella Andromeda will 
tell you all you need to know about your astrological 
life, teaching you how to harness the ancient power 
of the zodiac and open your mind to what the 
universe can bring you in ways you never would have 
imagined. With advice that covers everything from 
your self-care practice, to your Saturn return and 
your sex life, these little books are your key to a very 
starry future.

Stella Andromeda is an astrology buff and yoga 
enthusiast. She lives in London.

• The most beautiful and contemporary zodiac 
books on the market with advice that covers 
everything from your lucky colour to your 
communication skills

• Exquisitely produced hardbacks in gorgeous, 
covetable colours with foil detailing; and striking, 
full-colour illustrations throughout
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The Art of kindness
9781743794692
£15.00

The Art of 
Wellbeing
9781743793510
£15.00

Also available
Your Bed Loves You
9781743794210
£12.99

Find Your Sparkle
Embracing the Magic of Life
Meredith Gaston
November
iSBn 9781743795507
£15.00 Hardback
240pp 230 x 170 mm
Colour illustrations throughout

Inspiration from the bestselling author and illustrator 
on how to find your inner sparkle

Find Your Sparkle encourages us to create joyous, 
lives by finding our inner sparkle – the full expression 
of our happiness and self-worth. Author Meredith 
Gaston’s whimsical illustrations illuminate her 
practical approach to flourishing in daily life. The 
book includes thoughtful prose, visualisation 
exercises, uplifting meditations and affirmations, 
vegan and vegetarian recipes, natural home and 
lifestyle tips, self-care practices like essential oils  
and crystals, and bigger picture inspiration from  
the cosmos. 

Meredith Gaston is an internationally acclaimed 
author and illustrator with a playfully sophisticated 
signature style. She is the author of five books and 
also exhibits her artwork internationally.

• Chapters are Exploring Your Sparkle (includes 
journal prompts, affirmations & meditations); 
nurturing Your Sparkle (tips for self-care) 
nourishing Your Sparkle (visualisations,  
exercises like the 468 breath for stress release, 
recipes, rituals)

• filled with Meredith’s beautiful, signature 
watercolour illustrations

• As well as Meredith’s meditations and affirmations 
for mindful, joyous living, recipes, and lifestyle 
tips similar to her other books, this book includes 
more ‘now age’ self-care tips like crystals

OUR TASK MUST 
BE TO FREE 
OURSELVES… 

TO EMBRACE ALL 
LIVING CREATURES 
AND THE WHOLE 

OF NATURE IN ITS 
BEAUTY. 

Albert Einstein

BLESSING OVER FOOD I TOUCH THIS FOOD WITH LOVE. 
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NOURISH AND UPLIFT ME,
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Also available
neo Tarot
9781784882372
£20.00

Daily Oracle
Seek Answers from Your Higher Self
Jerico Mandybur
November
iSBn 9781784882730
£10.00 Hardback
736pp 155 x 120 mm
B&W illustrations

Daily wisdom, magical insights and answers to life’s 
most burning questions

HoW To USE THE DAiLY orACLE

1.  Breathe deeply for three counts, holding the book 
next to your heart.

2.  See your question in your mind’s eye or say it aloud. 

3.  run a finger along all the page edges and when you 
feel called, stop and open the book. This is your 
higher self’s answer to you. 

4.  Trust what you’ve read and consider how it related 
to your question and your energy right now.

With deep wisdom, cosmic insight and a wicked 
sense of humour, this magical advice-giver offers its 
readers refreshing insight and guidance on how to 
navigate all and any of life’s curveballs.

Jerico Mandybur was the founding editorial director 
of Girlboss and hosts the hit podcast Self Service. Her 
work has been featured everywhere from Refinery29, 
to The Guardian, ABC, and Bust Magazine. 

• open at random every day for a quick hit of 
instant guidance – Daily Oracle is the sassier, 
superior sister of the Magic 8-Ball

• filled with feminist-inspired ideals – the perfect 
gift for any woman in your life 

• Bright pink, poppy cover with foil detailing, and 
mystical illustrations throughout

YOUR 
SENSITIVITY 
IS YOUR 
SUPERPOWER.

WOULD 
YOU 
RATHER 
AVOID 
MISTAKES,
OR 
COLLECT 
REGRETS?
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The Art Of Kindness
Caring for Ourselves, Each Other & Our 
Earth

Meredith Gaston

A delightfully illustrated guide to how to be 
kind to yourself and others, through small 
daily acts

Yang Sheng
The Art of Chinese Self‑healing

Katie Brindle

The first book for the western market on 
the ancient Chinese medicine that is yang 
sheng (meaning ‘nourished life’)

I Want To Concentrate
Improve Focus and Achieve More

Harriet Griffey

kickstart your focus and concentration with 
this handy guide

The Book Of Ikigai
Discover the Japanese Secret to a Long 
and Happy Life in Just Twelve Weeks

Caroline de Surany

A 12-week personal development program 
to help you find your purpose in this world 
and change your life profoundly

Out now
iSBn 9781743794692
£12.99 Hardback 
192pp 210 x 160 mm
full colour illustrations 
throughout

Out now
iSBn 9781784882402
£15.00 Hardback 
208pp 215 x 150 mm
full colour illustrations

Out now
iSBn 9781743794944
£15.00 Hardback 
208pp 215 x 145 mm
full colour illustrations 
throughout

Out now
iSBn 9781784882341
£8.99 Hardback 
144pp 155 x 120 mm
Two-colour illustrations 
throughout

Your Dream Life  
Starts Here
Essential and Simple Steps to Creating the 
Life of Your Dreams

Kristina Karlsson

Powerful ideas and simple proven tools that 
will help you transform your dreams and 
turn them into reality

Love Spells
Rituals, Spells and Potions to Spark Your 
Romantic Life

Semra Haksever

An empowering and spiritual guide to 
developing and enhancing your love life

Dream Life Journal 

 
Kristina Karlsson

Your essential workbook for all the 
exercises in kristina karlsson’s inspiring 
book Your Dream Life Starts Here

Everyday Magic
Rituals, Spells and Potions to Live Your 
Best Life

Semra Haksever

A healing guide to modern magic

Out now
iSBn 9780648317203
£18.00 Paperback 
332pp 235 x 175 mm
full colour photography 
and graphics 
throughout

Out now
iSBn 9781784882310
£10.00 Hardback 
144pp 177 x 140 mm
2-colour internals

Out now
iSBn 9781784881924
£10.00 Hardback 
160pp 177 x 140 mm

Out now
iSBn 9780648331209
£15.00 notebooks & 
Journals 
268pp 235 x 175 mm
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Tokyo for food 
Lovers
9781741176629
£12.99

Also available
rome for food 
Lovers
9781741176612
£12.99

Paris for Food Lovers
food Lovers Guides
Elin Unnes
August
iSBn 9781741176605
£12.99 Paperback
176pp 220 x 160 mm
full colour throughout

A guide specifically tailored to capture the special 
food philosophy of Paris

With over 120 recommendations for food, drink 
& beyond, mainly in the culturally unique 11th 
arrondisement (with a few in the 12, 18, 19 & 20), this 
guide leads you through the cutting edge food scene 
of Paris. Each entry’s review gives you location, 
contact details, ordering recommendations, tips for 
other places to visit in Paris, and key information like 
when to arrive to avoid the crowds. Breakout sections 
give you info on things like the best way to orientate 
yourself in Paris. Chapters are organised by what kind 
of day and night out in Paris you want.

Elin Unnes is a Stockholm-based journalist. She 
has been editor at various Swedish publications 
and writes regularly for Dagens Nyheter and Allt om 
Trädgård. once a year Elin takes a train to Paris and 
spends the winter on the continent.

• A cross-section of the coolest food spots in your 
favourite cities around the world with the food 
Lovers series 

• Takes well-known foodie destinations and finds 
the up-and-coming areas, budget-friendly options 
and lesser known venues

• Structure for each city guide is dependent on 
the city, so the series is less formulaic & more 
reflective of the city’s food philosophy, but with a 
cohesive grungy cool design

• A removable jacket which includes a map of the 
city on the inside
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rome for food 
Lovers
9781741176612
£12.99

Also available
Paris for food 
Lovers
9781741176605
£12.99

Tokyo for Food Lovers
food Lovers Guides
Jonas Cramby
August
iSBn 9781741176629
£12.99 Paperback
176pp 220 x 160 mm
full colour throughout

A guide specifically tailored to capture the special 
food philosophy of Tokyo

With over 120 recommendations for food, drink & 
beyond, discover smoky yakiniku eateries, cocktail 
bars the size of wardrobes and rowdy punkizaya joints 
with fantastic small-plated dishes and spotlessly clean 
lavatories, all across the new food scene of Tokyo. 
Each entry’s review gives you the location, contact 
details, ordering recommendations, and important 
tips like how early to arrive to factor in waiting in line 
time. Breakout sections give you info on things like the 
gourmet delights of the Japanese convenience store. 
Chapters are organised by different types of Japanese 
food, from ramen to yakitori.

Swedish-born Jonas Cramby is a food writer for 
Café Magazine and Metro. He has written five 
highly-praised books on cuisine, which have been 
published in several countries across the world.

• A cross-section of the coolest food spots in your 
favourite cities around the world with the food 
Lovers series 

• Takes well-known foodie destinations and 
finds the up-and-coming cuisines and areas, 
budget-friendly options and lesser known venues 

• Structure for each city guide is dependent on 
the city, so the series is less formulaic & more 
reflective of the city and its food philosophy. The 
series is bound together by the grungy cool design

• A removable jacket which includes a map of the 
city on the inside
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Tokyo for food 
Lovers
9781741176629
£12.99

Also available
Paris for food 
Lovers
9781741176605
£12.99

Rome for Food Lovers
food Lovers Guides
Peter Loewe
August
iSBn 9781741176612
£12.99 Paperback
176pp 220 x 160 mm
full colour throughout

A guide specifically tailored to capture the special 
food philosophy of Rome

With over 120 recommendations for food, drink & 
beyond, discover the trattorias that have been in 
the same family for decades, the hole-in-the-wall 
pizzerias, and the best gelaterias and delis, all 
across the food scene of rome. Each entry’s review 
gives you the location, contact details, ordering 
recommendations, and important tips like the best 
time to eat there to avoid the rush. Breakout sections 
give you info on things like navigating types of italian 
coffee. Chapters are organised by the different types 
of italian food restaurants, from trattorias, pizzerias, 
gelaterias, delis and beyond.

Peter Loewe is a journalist and correspondent for 
Swedish national newspaper Dagens Nyheter and has 
lived in rome for over 30 years. 

• A cross-section of the coolest food spots in your 
favourite cities around the world with the food 
Lovers series 

• Takes well-known foodie destinations and finds 
the up-and-coming areas, budget-friendly options 
and lesser known venues unlikely to be in other 
direct comparison titles

• Structure for each city guide is dependent on 
the city, so the series is less formulaic & more 
reflective of the city and its food philosophy. The 
series is bound together by the grungy cool design

• A removable jacket which includes a map of the 
city on the inside
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Go Your own Way
9781741176438
£16.99

Also available
Homecamp
9781741175035
£30.00

Slow Travel
reconnecting With the World at Your  
own Pace
Penny Watson
December
iSBn 9781741176674
£25.00 Hardback
240pp 253 x 201 mm
full colour throughout

Inspiration to get off the beaten track and escape the 
digital world for more thoughtful travel

Slow Travel is a beautiful, practical compendium 
of places, activities, tours and experiences that will 
inspire you to get on the road in your own time and 
on your own terms. This book explores slow travel as 
a physical and philosophical endeavour, showcasing 
journeys that will also nurture the soul, like cruising 
slow-mo down Egypt’s nile on a 19th-century 
steam ship or learning the art of sourdough baking 
in Venice. There are features on the world’s best 
wellness escapes, digital detox destinations and 
‘slo-tels’ (hotels where long minimum stays and 
remote locations ensure full immersion). Slow Travel 
will inspire you and help you plan your travels.

Penny Watson is a trained journalist and 
award-winning travel writer with a serious case 
of wanderlust. She has researched a number of 
guidebooks including Punk Publishing’s Cool Camping 
Europe guide and Lonely Planet’s Australia guide.

• Brilliant suggestions for unusual ways to use 
your holiday time to escape the fast pace of the 
modern world

• Along with compelling information, interviews and 
imagery, you’ll find a how-to guide of helpful tips, 
from planning for slow travel to what music to 
listen to in the slow zone

• Slow travel is one of the top travel trends to watch 
in 2019

Draft cover
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Pocket Precincts
A Pocket Guide to the City’s Best Cultural Hangouts, Shops, Bars and Eateries

£8.99 Paperback
182 x 130 mm
full colour throughout 

A handy pocket‑sized guide to the best food, drink and sights to see in cities around the world

• Divided into separate precincts, each featuring the authors’ favourite cultural, shopping, 
eating and drinking places 

• includes maps at the back and suggested day trips in the surrounding area 

• Target audience for Pocket Precincts is the young international traveller who might skimp 
on accommodation (hence no recommendations for this), but is willing to spend more on 
the coolest food, drink, culture & shops 

• in a compact, light paperback format perfect for slipping into your back pocket

• Series now includes kyoto, Montreal, Melbourne, Adelaide, Hanoi, Tokyo, London, Paris, 
Stockholm, Singapore & San francisco, with Havana, Los Angeles, Hong kong, and Lisbon 
coming Spring 2020, and Berlin, Bali, Amsterdam and Venice Autumn 2020

Paris 
Donna Wheeler
August
iSBn 9781741176308
208pp 

The precincts that the guide covers are: Le Premier, 1st; Sentier, 
Montorgueil & Bourse, 2nd; The Marais & the islands, 3rd & 
4th; Left Bank, 5th, 6th, 13th & 15th;  Eiffel Tower, Champs-
Élysées, 7th, 8th & 16th; Pigalle & opéra, 9th; Canal Saint-
Martin & république, 10th; Bastille, oberkampf & Aligre, 11th 
& 12th; Montmartre, Château rouge & Barbés, 18th; Belleville, 
Ménilmontant & Villette, 19th & 20th. The guide includes ‘field 
trips’ encouraging you to venture further afield to Versailles, 
Champagne and Lyon.

Melbourne
Dale Campisi & Brady Michaels
December
iSBn 9781741176292
216pp

The guide includes a selection of ‘field trips’ encouraging you 
to venture outside the city to the iconic Great ocean road, 
picturesque Yarra Valley and the historic Goldfields region.

San Francisco 
Sam Trezise
December
iSBn 9781741176315
224pp 

The guide includes a selection of ‘field trips’ encouraging you to 
venture further afield to the outer Bay Areas, the napa Valley 
wine region and Yosemite national Park.

London 
Penny Watson
August
iSBn 9781741176322
220pp

The precincts the guide covers are Covent Garden, Soho, king’s 
Cross, Shoreditch & Spitalfields, Bermondsey, South Bank, 
Brixton, knightsbridge & St James, South kensington and notting 
Hill. The guide also includes ‘field trips’ encouraging you to 
venture further afield to Greenwich, Bath, Henley and Brighton.

Singapore 
Shawn Low & Wyn‑Lyn Tan
December
iSBn 9781741176407
200pp 

The guide includes a selection of ‘field trips’ encouraging you to 
venture further afield to the islands of Pulau Ubin and Sentosa.
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Go Your Own Way
Hacks, Tips and Tricks to Travel the World 
Solo

Ben Groundwater

An inspirational and practical guide to 
travelling the world on your own

Lost In Florence
An Insider’s Guide to the Best Places to 
Eat, Drink and Explore

Nardia Plumridge

Discover the chic, boutique and unique 
sides of italy’s renaissance capital

Travel Anywhere (And 
Avoid Being A Tourist)
Jeralyn Gerba

An inspirational book for modern travellers 
who are passionate about connecting with 
the world through incredible experiences, 
peoples and places

Vanlife Diaries
Finding Freedom on the Open Road

Kathleen Morton

Celebrating the vanlife nomadic lifestyle 
and community through interviews, 
advice for living on the road, and over 200 
photographs of these tiny rolling homes

Out now
iSBn 9781741176438
£16.99 flexibound 
256pp 210 x 190 mm
full colour throughout

Out now
iSBn 9781741176360
£15.00 Paperback 
232pp 230 x 150 mm
full colour throughout

Out now
iSBn 9781741176759
£20.00 Hardback 
240pp 187 x 233 mm
full colour photography

Out now
iSBn 9781741176544
£15.00 flexibound 
192pp 248 x 187 mm
full colour throughout

Also available in the Pocket Precincts series
Also available
Stockholm Pocket Precincts
9781741176285
£8.99

Also available
kyoto Pocket Precincts
9781741175172
£8.99

Also available
Adelaide Pocket Precincts
9781741175547
£8.99

Also available
Hanoi Pocket Precincts
9781741175530
£8.99

Also available
Tokyo Pocket Precincts
9781741176278
£8.99

Also available
Montreal & Quebec City 
Pocket Precincts
9781741176247
£8.99
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Also available
Chyka Home
9781743793633
£20.00

Celebrate
inspired Entertaining for Every occasion
Chyka Keebaugh
September
iSBn 9781743795668
£20.00, Hardback
240pp, 260 x 190 mm

An expert guide to themed entertaining throughout 
the year, covering an international range of events

Covering a diverse range of occasions, this book 
shows readers how themed entertaining is done 
with minimum hassle and at low cost. organised into 
thirteen chapters by event, each section provides 
creative suggestions for decoration, food and drink, 
invitations and small gifts, and provides insights 
into the charming customs common at many of our 
holidays and festivals. Beautifully photographed 
and illustrated, Celebrate is the perfect manual for 
themed entertaining in style throughout the year.

Chyka Keebaugh is a style expert and design 
entrepreneur, as well one of the stars of ‘The real 
Housewives of Melbourne’. She is also editor-in-chief 
of her own online home and interiors magazine, 
Chyka.com, and leads a group of event and 
hospitality companies.

• Covers occasions as diverse as new Year’s 
Eve, Chinese new Year, Valentine’s Day, Easter, 
Mother’s Day, Summer Holidays, ramadan, Eid, 
Jewish new Year, children’s birthday parties, 
Halloween, Thanksgiving, Christmas, and birthday 
parties for adults

• Approx. 45 recipes and 15 crafty projects,  
with multiple additional decoration ideas  
and suggestions

• A one-stop shop offering theme ideas, food and 
drink recipes, as well as ideas for party favours 
and invitations

Draft cover
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Embroidery Now
Contemporary Projects for You and  
Your Home
Jennifer Cardenas Riggs
October
iSBn 9781784882532
£14.99 Paperback with flaps
160pp 253 x 201 mm
full colour photography

Master the art of embroidery with 30 stylish and 
modern projects for you and your home

Self-taught textile artist Jennifer riggs shows you 
how to put your own stamp on your homeware 
accessories and clothing as you master the art of 
this fashionable craft trend with Embroidery Now. 
Starting with the basic stitch techniques, discover 
simple ways to embellish your bags, T-shirts, jeans, 
dresses, wall-art and tableware and much, much 
more. Embroidery is one of the most straightforward 
crafts to learn from scratch, and there are plenty of 
beautiful, fun ideas to get you started here, complete 
with illustrated step-by-step instructions, patterns 
and gorgeous project photography.

Jennifer Cardenas Riggs is a graphic designer and 
textile artist known on instagram as @Threadhoney. 
riggs sells her embroidery products and patterns 
online and has worked on embroidery collaborations 
with Coach, focus features and Comcast. 

• This classic craft is making a comeback with  
a lot of homeware and clothing using  
embroidered motifs

• Each project is broken down into illustrated 
step-by-step instructions with downloadable 
templates so you can easily recreate  
them yourself 

• Perfect for both new and experienced 
embroiderers alike 

Draft cover
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Less Stuff
Simple Zero-waste Steps to a Joyful and 
Clutter-free Life
Lindsay Miles
May
iSBn 9781743795446
£12.99 flexibound
224pp 210 x 160 mm
full-colour illustrations throughout

A zero‑waste guide to the magic of decluttering 

This is a guide for people who find it difficult to 
declutter and who don’t want to see things go 
to waste. it takes you through every room in the 
house, and gives you step-by-step instructions for 
decluttering, with zero waste, each one. You’ll also 
explore finding your ‘enough’, and learning how to 
let go of your old possessions without sending them 
to landfill, so that you eventually break the cycle 
of stuff. The end result is a planet with less strain, a 
home with more peace and a life with more meaning.

Lindsay Miles is a passionate zero-waste and plastic-
free living spokesperson and educator who helps 
people to find more meaningful lives with less waste. 
She has been sharing ideas and strategies on her 
popular website, Treading My Own Path, since 2013, 
and has been featured by Guardian, BBC, Sunday 
Times, TreeHugger, TEDx and more.

• A brilliant combination of the eco and decluttering 
publishing trends

• Takes readers step-by-step through their house, 
showing them exactly how to declutter and how to 
dispose of unwanted items sustainably

• includes interactive workbook elements

78 79

Setting up a system

Once you make a decision about what 
should happen to an item, grouping it 
together with like items reduces double 
handling, and will make finding new 
homes for unwanted items a lot more 
manageable. 

You’ll need some boxes, at least six. I’m 
not a fan of plastic sacks. They don’t 
stack, they tear easily and they tend to 
be used once before heading to landfill 
(soft black plastic bin liners are unlikely 
to be recycled, and black plastic is the 
lowest grade and least valuable of all 
the colours). Plastic is becoming a huge 
problem for the environment and these 
bags represent the convenience-led 
disposable culture that decluttering and 
mindful consumption are working to 
change.

Don’t buy new boxes! Repurpose what you 
have, or head to the supermarket and see if 
they have any boxes (ask for potato chip or 
cereal boxes as these are ideal). It’s worth 
using boxes rather than making piles as it’s 
easy to move everything quickly out of your 
home, and visibility is restricted – making it 
harder for you to remember what’s in there 
and be tempted to take things back out!
 
Label the six boxes as follows: 

You may be happy to donate everything 
you own, but sometimes there is a place 
for selling. If you’re feeling guilty that 
you spent a lot of money on something 
you’ve barely used, selling can be a way to 
alleviate some of that guilt. If something 
is rare or valuable, you may prefer to sell 
it. The same goes for parts and unusual 
items that probably wouldn’t be of use to a 
charity shop, but will be of use to someone 
in the world, if you can find them!

This box is for all the items that can be 
recycled, whether that’s in your domestic 
recycling bin, or at a specialist recycling 
place for things like electrical waste, 
batteries, textiles, corks, polystyrene and 
metals, for example. Lots of things can be 
recycled; it just requires figuring out where 
you need to take them or what you need 
to do. Don’t stress about the how – we’ll 
cover this in more detail later. If you think 
it’s recyclable, put it in the box. 

 

Taking Action Getting Organised

This box is for any item (ideally that is still in 
good condition and working order) that you 
will give away – whether to a charity shop,  
a refuge, a school or someone you know.

Please be respectful! Ensure that anything 
you donate is clean. If something is 
faulty, worn and shabby, passing it on to 
someone else doesn’t mean it won’t end 
up in landfill. Charity shops landfill huge 
amounts of unsellable items every week, 
and it’s an extra cost they don’t need 
to bear. 

 

Donate Sell Recycle

Ready to tackle your stuff? Great … let’s go! As 
someone who really struggled with decluttering 
and letting go, believe me, I have tried a lot of 
methods. I’ve found there are two schools of 

thought when it comes to decluttering. Getting  
Organised

10
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The Kabul Peace House
How a Group of Young Afghans are Daring 
to Dream in a Land of War
Mark Isaacs
August
iSBn 9781743793152
£14.99 Paperback
304pp 234 x 153 mm
Text only

Incentivology
The forces That Explain Tremendous 
Success and Spectacular failure
Jason Murphy
July
iSBn 9781743794999
£12.99 Paperback
272pp 234 x 153 mm
Text only

An inspiring story of peace in a land of unending war

refugee advocate and activist Mark isaacs takes 
us inside a remarkable peace project established 
in Afghanistan’s war-torn capital city. Here a group 
of Afghan youth, male and female, has come 
together to form a model community, a microcosm 
of how a new Afghanistan could be: a place of 
peaceful coexistence. Having lived alongside these 
inspirational and courageous young people in ‘The 
Community’, Mark reveals their personal stories of 
trauma and loss that ultimately lead them to defy the 
risks and demand peace. He bears witness to their 
setbacks and their struggles, but most of all to their 
bravery and hope for a future.

Mark Isaacs is a writer, a community worker, an 
adventurer, and a campaigner for social justice. 
He is the author of The Undesirables: Inside Nauru 
(2014), and continues to work for an asylum seeker 
settlement service in Sydney, Australia. He has 
written for Foreign Policy, World Policy Journal, 
Huffington Post, New Internationalist, and VICE.

• fascinating first-hand accounts of the 
experiences of young Afghans struggling to bring 
peace to their country

• A highly topical read highlighting the ongoing  
tribal issues

• Effortlessly weaves in the history of Afghanistan 
and the background to the decades-long war via 
the teenagers’ stories

Unlock the power of incentives to better understand 
the world and remake it for the better

rewards. Punishments. Prices. The nobel Prize. 
Candy Crush. incentives take more forms than you 
might expect and they can be hard to spot, but they 
shape our lives in ways that we rarely examine. Some 
are tame – and some are most definitely not. Whether 
it’s bounties for criminals or instagrammable meals, 
incentives regularly backfire, go missing, mutate 
and evolve. Without oversight, their unintended 
consequences can have very global effects. in lively, 
entertaining prose, Jason Murphy explores the 
mechanisms behind many tremendous successes 
and spectacular failures in our history, culture and 
everyday lives.

Jason Murphy is an economist and writer who has 
worked at the Australian Treasury, the Ministry of 
finance of the republic of nauru, and the Australian 
financial review. He has a passion for bringing 
economics into the everyday world.

• Writing is entertaining and highly readable, in the 
vein of Freakonomics 

• Broad appeal across both a traditional business 
readership and popular economics/science/
history readership, e.g. readers of Malcolm 
Gladwell 

• Uses popular and global examples to demonstrate 
all ideas, like climate change, science and 
instagram 
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Malcolm Turnbull
Malcolm Turnbull
October
iSBn 9781743795637
£25.00 Hardback
700pp 234 x 153 mm
Text only, 2 x 16 pp pic sections

The Oarsmen
The remarkable Story of the Men Who 
rowed from the Great War to Peace
Scott Patterson
October
iSBn 9781743795491
£14.99 Paperback
336pp 234 x 153 mm
Text only, 8 page picture section

Malcolm Turnbull, Australia’s 29th prime minister, 
reveals the true story of his life in this genuine 
political pageturner

A candid and compelling account, this is the 
definitive narrative of Malcolm Turnbull’s prime 
ministership and his time in politics. He details 
his early life and successful career across law, 
investment and banking, including the high-profile 
characters and controversies he encountered in 
more than two decades of business.

from defending ‘Spycatcher’ Peter Wright against the 
Uk government to defending kerry Packer against 
the Costigan Commission, Turnbull made his name 
as a colourful and effective advocate. He then went 
on to make a fortune in business. Politics was always 
a passion. He led the republican Movement in the 
1990s and was Prime Minister of Australia from 2015 
until August 2018. His experience in dealing with 
media moguls stood him in good stead when he 
encountered Donald Trump and some of the other 
dominant global leaders during his time in office.

• The inside story on the infamous Trump phone call 
and insights into high-level diplomatic wrangling 
with Trump and other global leaders – Merkel, 
Macron, Abe et al

• Also covers Turnbull’s early years and the highs and 
lows of business, including dealings with rupert 
Murdoch and other high-profile businesspeople

• Lyrically written in highly readable, entertaining 
prose 

The untold story of demobbed Allied soldiers who 
came together to compete at the Henley Peace 
Regatta in 1919

in 1919 there were more than two million demobilised 
Allied soldiers in the Uk, desperate to return home. 
Getting them back to their home countries after the 
Armistice was a task of epic proportions, set against 
a backdrop of Spanish flu and continuing political 
instability in Eastern Europe. The Oarsmen tells the 
story of the men who survived the war to participate 
in the 1919 Henley Peace regatta, competing for the 
legendary king’s Cup. The teams were made up of 
servicemen who had seen the worst of the action; 
they came together as teams, and as Allied troops, 
and serve as a metaphor for the war effort as well as 
society’s difficult transition to peace.

Scott Patterson is a documentary-maker and writer. 
A keen rower himself, his documentary about the 
Henley Peace regatta will be released to coincide 
with the annual Henley regatta.

• A fresh take on WWi: what happened once peace 
was declared, and how a rowing race came to 
mean so much to so many ex-soldiers

• never-before-told details and meticulous 
research (through love letters, training regimes, 
war records, diaries, and interviews with relatives, 
historians and military experts) 

• 2019 is the 100th anniversary of the Henley  
Peace regatta

Holding image
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Waste Not
Make a Big Difference by Throwing  
Away Less

Erin Rhoads

Your practical guide to start tackling waste 
at your own pace

Sky Runner
Finding Strength, Happiness and Balance 
in Your Running

Emelie Forsberg

Learn how to be the best runner that  
you can be with Emelie forsberg, one of  
the most successful trail/sky runners in  
the world

Troll Hunting
Inside the World of Online Hate and Its 
Human Fallout

Ginger Gorman

Topical and gripping, Troll Hunting is an 
extraordinary first-person investigation of a 
disturbing new online reality that goes well 
beyond cyberbullying

The Last Elephants
Colin Bell & Don Pinnock

A moving photographic portrait of the 
endangered African elephant, with a 
foreword by HrH Prince William

Out now
iSBn 9781743794623
£15.00 flexibound 
272pp 210 x 160 mm
full colour throughout

Out now
iSBn 9781743795477
£15.00 Hardback 
184pp 240 x 170 mm
full colour photography 
throughout

Out now
iSBn 9781743795514
£25.00 flexibound 
448pp 250 x 210 mm
full colour photography 
throughout

Out now
iSBn 9781743794357
£14.99 Paperback 
304pp 234 x 153 mm
Text only

Natural Home Cleaning
Over 100 Ways to Clean Your Home 
Naturally

Fern Green

Master the essentials of making your own 
natural cleaning products at home, minus 
the harsh chemicals

Keeping House
Creating Spaces for Sanctuary and 
Celebration

Emma Blomfield

A lovely illustrated guide to homemaking, 
decorating and entertaining, for renters or 
first homebuyers

Design Thread
Kit Kemp

kit kemp is back with another colourful and 
exciting interiors book that showcases her 
unique approach to design

A Tree In The House
Flowers for Your Home, Special Occasions 
and Every Day

Annabelle Hickson

A showcase of the latest trends in botanical 
art, with instructions on how to achieve 
these arrangements at home

Out now
iSBn 9781784882396
£15.00 Paperback with 
flaps 
256pp 240 x 182 mm
full colour photography 
throughout

Out now
iSBn 9781743794869
£12.99 Hardback 
208pp 217 x 147 mm
illustrations throughout

Out now
iSBn 9781743793749
£25.00 Hardback 
224pp 270 x 215 mm
full colour photography 
throughout

Out now
iSBn 9781784881948
£30.00 Hardback 
256pp 305 x 225 mm
full colour photography 
throughout
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Sales representation
Hardie Grant Books
52–54 Southwark Street
London, SE1 1Un
United kingdom
T: +44 (0)20 7601 7500
E: info@hardiegrant.co.uk
W: www.hardiegrant.com

Emma Marijewycz
Head of Publicity
E: emmamarijewycz@hardiegrant.com

Margaux Durigon
international Sales Director
E: margauxdurigon@hardiegrant.com

Sales
T: +44 (0)20 7601 7500
E: sales@hardiegrant.co.uk

All UK orders to:
Macmillan Distribution Ltd
Brunel road
Houndmills
Basingstoke
Hampshire, rG21 6XS
T: +44 (0)12 5630 2692
T: +44 (0)12 5630 2699
f: +44 (0)12 5681 2558
E: orders@macmillan.co.uk (Uk)
export@macmillan.co.uk (Export)

UNITED KINGDOM

North
Anna Murphy
9 iveston Ave.
Great Park
Gosforth
newcastle Upon Tyne, nE13 9BU
T: +44 (0)78 2570 1450
E: info@annamurphy.co.uk
Cumbria, Northumberland, Tyne & Wear, Durham,
Yorkshire, Humberside, Lancashire, Merseyside,
Greater Manchester, Cheshire, North Wales, and
all counties in Scotland

Ireland
John fitzpatrick and Siobhan Mullett
58 new Vale Cottages
Shankill
Co. Dublin
ireland
M: +353 872 469 859 (John)
E: fitzmullbooks@eircom.net
All counties in ireland

Midlands & East
Mike Lapworth
11 Melmerby
Wilnecote
Tamworth
Staffordshire, B77 4LP
T: 01827 897 461
M: 07745 304 088
E: mikelapworth@sky.com
Shropshire, Staffordshire, Derbyshire, W. Midlands,
Notts, Lincs, Leics, Herefordshire, Worcestershire,
Warks, Oxon, Northants, Bucks, Bedfordshire,
Cambridgeshire

Wales & South West
Debbie Jones
6 Whitchurch road
Tavistock
Devon, PL19 9BB
T: +44 (0)18 2261 7223
M: +44 (0)78 5062 1204
E: deborah7.jones@gmail.com
Wiltshire, Dorset, Somerset, Devon, Cornwall, South
Wales, Channel Islands, Gloucestershire, Avon

South East
Colin Edwards
Conway
Lime Grove
West Clandon
Surrey, GU4 7UH
T: +44 (0)14 8322 2333
M: +44 (0)79 8056 8967
E: colin.edwards862@gmail.com
Berkshire, Hampshire, Isle of Wight, Surrey, Sussex,
Kent, London (south of the river), Middlesex

London
David Segrue
Pinnacle Booksales Uk
Stanmore Business & innnovation
Stanmore Place
Howard road
Stanmore
Middlesex, HA7 1GB
M: +44 (0)79 7627 3225
E: davids@djsegrueltd.co.uk / sales@
pinnaclebooksales.co.uk

London postal districts
Please contact sales dept. for norfolk, Suffolk, 
Hertfordshire and Essex.



Export Sales
For all territories not listed below, please contact
sales@hardiegrant.co.uk or:
Inez Munsch
Export Sales Director
E: inezmunsch@hardiegrant.com

Scandinavia, Middle East, Caribbean, Greece & 
Cyprus, The Netherlands
John Edgeler, Edgeler Book Services
3 Linkside
New Malden
Surrey, KT3 4LA
United Kingdom
M: +44 (0)78 0186 6936
E: john@gunnarlie.com

France, Belgium, Eastern Europe, Luxembourg, 
Spain, Portugal, Italy, Central & South America, 
Gibraltar, Malta and Russia
Guillaume Ferrand
Gunnar Lie & Associates Ltd.
3 Linkside
New Malden
Surrey, KT3 4LA
United Kingdom
T: +44 (0)20 8605 1097
E: guillaume@gunnarlie.com

Austria, Germany, Switzerland
Gabriele Kern
P.S. Publishers’ Services
Ziegenhainer Strasse 169
D-60433 Frankfurt
Germany
T: +49 69 510 694
F: +49 69 510 695
M: +49 151 6752 0936
E: Gabriele.Kern@publishersservices.de

Australia & New Zealand
Hardie Grant Books
Ground Floor, Building 1
658 Church Street
Victoria 3121
Australia
T: +61 (0)3 8520 6444
F: +61 (0)3 8520 6422
E: info@hardiegrant.com
W: www.hardiegrant.com

India 
Bloomsbury Publishing India Pvt. Ltd.
Ground Floor, Vishrut Building 
DDA Complex, Pocket C – 6 & 7
Vasant Kunj
New Delhi 110070
T: +91 11 40574957
E: india@bloomsbury.com

Japan
Tim Burland
Sangenjaya 2-38-12
Setagaya-ku
Tokyo 154-0024
Japan
T/F: +81 (0)3-3424-8977 or +81 (0)50-1141-8904
M: +81 (0)90-1633-6643
E: tkburland@gmail.com 

South Africa
Jonathan Ball Publishers Ltd
10-14 Watkins Street
Denver Ext 4
Johannesburg, 2094
T: +27 116018000
E: services@jonathanball.co.za

Hong Kong, Macau, China, Taiwan & Korea
Asia Publishers Services
17/5, Units B&D, Gee Chang Hong Centre
65 Wong Chuk Hang Rd
Aberdeen
Hong Kong
T: +852 2553 9289
F: +852 2554 2912
E: aps_hk@asiapubs.com.hk

Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, Indonesia, 
Philippines, Brunei, Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos & 
Myanmar
APD Singapore
52 Genting Lane #06-05
Ruby Land Complex – Block 1
Singapore 349560
T: +65 6749 3551
F: +65 6749 3552
E: customersvc@apdsing.com



Hardie Grant Books is an imprint of  
Hardie Grant Publishing
hardiegrantbooks.com

 @hardiegrantuk




